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Summary

Heritage Impact Assessment - Phase 2
The potential impact of the Stockholm Bypass and Ekerö 
Road project on the World Heritage Property ‘Royal Do-
main of Drottningholm’

1. Background and goal of this HIA report
the world heritage property ‘royal domain of drottningholm’ 
is subject to changes due to the planned new Stockholm By-
pass and the planned remodelling of ekerö road. the 21 km 
long Stockholm Bypass is a new north-south motorway link 
west of Stockholm and will be built as a tunnel under the is-
land of lovön and the proposed buffer zone for the world her-
itage property. two junctions connect the Stockholm Bypass 
with the existing ekerö road, which passes through the world 
heritage property. 

the ekerö road project aims at improving the public transport 
situation between the growing ekerö municipality and the 
mainland to which this is the only road connection at present. 
It is planned to add a fourth traffic lane to the existing ekerö 
road which will be reserved for public bus transport.

against this background, the goal of this heritage Impact as-
sessment (hIa) is to assess from an independent point of view 
the potential positive and negative impacts of the planned 
Stockholm Bypass and the planned remodelling of ekerö 
road on the outstanding universal value of the world herit-
age property of ‘royal domain of drottningholm’. on this ba-
sis, potential mitigation measures and recommendations for 
future spheres of activity are provided. 
In this context, the IcomoS technical review of heritage Im-
pact assessment phase 1 (2014-02-11) is taken into account, 
which requested an update on progress concerning the fol-
lowing aspects:

1. phase II of the heritage Impact assessment of the Stock-
holm Bypass,

2. the road plan for ekerö road (also referred to as ‚road 
261‘ in this report),

3. the Stockholm Bypass review and
4. the creation of a protected area of lovö - kärsö and pro-

posed buffer zone for the world heritage property ‚royal 
domain of drottningholm‘. 

consequently, these aspects have also been addressed in this 
hIa phase 2-report.

In general, the hIa follows the guidelines recommended by 

IcomoS (advisory Body to the world heritage committee), in 
particular the 2011 ICOMOS Guidance on Heritage Impact As-
sessments for Cultural World Heritage Properties. 

2. Baseline of evaluation of impact of this HIA report
according to the IcomoS guidance, the Retrospective State-
ment of Outstanding Universal Value adopted by the world 
heritage committee in 2016, formed the starting point of this 
hIa. 

here, the following key values and attributes were empha-
sized:

•	 the royal domain of drottningholm was inscribed in 1991 
in the world heritage list under criterion (iv): 

 as the best example of a royal residence built in the 18th cen-
tury in Sweden and is representative of all European archi-
tecture of that period, heir to the influences exerted by the 
Chateau of Versailles on the construction of royal residences 
in western, central and northern Europe.

•	 the brief description of the royal domain of drottningholm 
highlights the significance of the whole ensemble and the 
continuity of use and function of the royal domain. the 
consequent time layers are still legible in the layout of 
buildings and gardens and its function and context with the 
agricultural landscape illustrates the economic function of 
a royal estate: 

 The Royal Domain of Drottningholm, situated on the island of 
Lovön close to Stockholm, is an exceptionally well-preserved 
ensemble of gardens and buildings with original interior fur-
nishings. It includes Drottningholm Palace, the Palace Thea-
tre, the Chinese Pavilion, Canton Village, the gardens and 
part of Malmen, and has been used for pleasure and summer 
recreation from the Baroque era until today. As the current 
home of the Swedish Royal Family, Drottningholm upholds a 
cultural continuity with the original purpose of the site. (Ref: 
Retrospective Statement of Outstanding Universal Value 
(WHC/16/40.COM/8E, rev.))

•	 the hIa assessment focuses on the following key compo-
nents of the world heritage which are identified in the ret-
rospective Statement of outstanding universal value:

 1. Drottningholm Palace; 2. The Palace Theatre ; 3. The Chi-
nese Pavilion together with Canton Village: 4. The gardens ; 
5. Malmen and 6. The surrounding area which has been part 
of the Crown Estate since the 16th century, thus generating a 
character of the landscape resulting from the way it has been 
used and farmed to support the Crown’s need of supplies and 
to uphold the King’s household. 
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•	 the integrity and authenticity of the property are justified 
as follows: 

 No significant changes have been made to this World Herit-
age property since the time of inscription. The unique whole 
that existed then is still present and maintains all the neces-
sary attributes to convey the Outstanding Universal Value of 
the property [...].

 The historical setting, with the Drottningholm Palace, the 
Palace Theatre, the Chinese Pavilion, the gardens and the 
facades of Malmen’s buildings, is intact in form and material 
from the 17th and 18th centuries [...].

•	 protection and management requirements
 here, it is emphasized that the world heritage property 

‘royal domain of drottningholm’ is protected by the most 
important Swedish legislation safeguarding the buildings 
and gardens of this world heritage property, the so-called 
Ordinance for State-owned Listed Buildings. But it is also 
stated here that:
Preliminary assessments indicate that adverse impacts, de-
fined as functional, visual and noise disturbances during the 
construction of the Stockholm Bypass and Ekerö Road exten-
sion, are expected to affect to different degrees the attributes 
of the property, as well as create permanent visual changes 
in the pastoral landscape when the road is completed. Given 
these conclusions, all involved parties will aim to limit the 
negative impacts and work to identify new possibilities and 
solutions for improved accessibility to the area in conjunction 
with the developments related to the ongoing Stockholm By-
pass and Ekerö Road extension project.

In summary, the retrospective Statement of outstanding val-
ue shows that the outstanding universal value of the world 
heritage property is linked to the whole domain of drottning-
holm, consisting of an ensemble of gardens and buildings and 
embedded in a characteristic cultural landscape. It is further 
emphasized that the above-mentioned key values of the world 
heritage property are fully intact and protected by the most 
important Swedish legislation. But it is also stated that pre-
vious assessments concluded that the property is threatened 
to undergo irreversible adverse impact in terms of function, 
visual integrity and noise due to the planned construction of 
Stockholm Bypass and remodelling of ekerö road. further, it 
is mentioned in the retrospective Statement of outstanding 
universal value that “all involved parties will aim to limit the 
negative impacts and work to identify new possibilities and 
solutions for improved accessibility to the area in conjunction 
with the developments related to the ongoing Stockholm By-
pass and ekerö road extension project”.

consequently, these aspects have been taken as a starting 
point for the impact assessment.

3. Scope, methodology and assessment process:
this hIa assessment followed four crucial steps: 

•	 Step 1: understanding the ouv of the world heritage prop-
erty ‘royal domain of drottningholm’. 

•	 Step 2: description of the planned changes.
•	 Step 3: Identification of the impacts and assessment of their 

scale and severity. 
•	 Step 4: proposal for mitigation measures and recommenda-

tions for next steps. 

the working process started in may 2016 with a site visit of the 
authors of this report and a kick-off meeting with representa-
tives of :

•	 Swedish transport administration and its consulting office 
wSp (in charge of the planned changes of Stockholm By-
pass and ekerö road) 

•	 National property Board (in charge of the management of 
the world heritage property)

•	 drottningholm palace adminsitration (also in charge of the 
management of the world heritage proeprty)

during this meeting, crucial steps of the working process and 
objectives of the assessment process were discussed and de-
fined. afterwards, several meetings with the client and other 
stakeholders were arranged during the working process. It 
was the goal of these meetings to discuss intermediate results 
of the impact assessment so as to feed them back immedi-
ately in the planning and assessment process. representa-
tives of the National heritage Board and the National property 
Board were comprised in these activities. Besides that, repre-
sentatives of Ngos which expressed their concerns about the 
planned projects to the authors during the assessment pro-
cess were consulted.

due to this working process, the planned ekerö road design 
was further elaborated during the hIa assessment. conse-
quently, the assessment also took these improvements into 
account. 

4. Results of the Heritage Impact Assessment:
4. 1 Conflicting interests
Both the working and assessment process carried out during 
this hIa phase 2 showed clearly that there is a conflict of inter-
ests concerning the development goals with regard to ekerö 
road. ekerö municipality has a large potential to grow in the 
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future, the population is expected to increase with 20 % until 
2030 according to the municipality’s general plan. hence, es-
pecially in the period until the Stockholm Bypass will be com-
pleted in 2026, the main interest focuses on a fast and efficient 
access to the mainland. In contrast to this, stakeholders which 
position themselves closer to the values of cultural and natu-
ral heritage in general and world heritage in particular claim 
that increasing traffic flow should be avoided due to their 
negative impact on heritage values. consequently, it is argued 
that the junctions between Stockholm Bypass and ekerö road 
should have been be located further away from the world her-
itage property. Besides that, it is suggested that measures to 
remodel ekerö road should be reversible and eventually tak-
en back after the completion of Stockholm Bypass. the design 
process of ekerö road, which was meant to find a compromise 
between these two positions, clearly reflects this conflict of in-
terests. 

despite these conflicting interests, the authors of this report 
gained the impression during the working process of this hIa 
report that there is common ground between all stakeholders 
with regard to the planned Stockholm Bypass, which is con-
sidered as an important measure to diminish the increase of 
through traffic on ekerö road. further, although the locations 
of the junctions between the planned Stockholm Bypass and 
ekerö road on lovön Island are discussed and criticized up 
until now, this hIa phase 2 has taken as a starting point that 
these plans have been fully adopted in 2011. 

against this background, the focus of this hIa phase 2 has 
been laid on ekerö road. particularly the section of ekerö 
road located in the world heritage property ‘royal domain of 
drottningholm’ has been investigated in detail. wherever pos-
sible, potential improvement measures were elaborated in 
cooperation with the stakeholders during the hIa assessment 
process. the recommendations resulting from the assess-
ment are meant to support the continuation of this construc-
tive working process. 

4.2 Starting point and content of impact assessment:
despite ekerö road was already there long before the 
drottningholm world heritage site was inscribed on the world 
heritage list in 1991, the existing ekerö road forms a spatial 
barrier in the world heritage property. consequently, the ex-
isting ekerö road has been judged as an element which al-
ready has a negative impact on the uNeSco world heritage 
property ‘royal domain of drottningholm’. as a result, during 
this assessment the impact of the planned remodelling of 
ekerö road has been compared to the impact of the existing 
ekerö road. It was the starting point of this assessment that 

the impact of all measures linked to the planned remodelling 
of ekerö road should either be neutral or lead to a positive 
development with regard to the road’s current situation.

In detail, this assessment focused on the following aspects: 

1. environmental impacts 
 - Noise and vibration, road surface water management 

- expected impact on the proposed buffer zone  
2. cumulative impacts 
 - potential increase of through traffic (phase 1, until com-

pletion of Stockholm Bypass)    
 - potential increase of through traffic (phase 2, after com-

pletion of Stockholm Bypass) 
3. visual Impacts
 - the visual impact assessment intends to show both the 

planned changes on ekerö road and the consequences 
of through traffic. hence, each visualization is shown with 
and without through traffic. 

In summary, the assessment of the environmental, cumula-
tive and visual impacts leads to the conclusions that the exist-
ing situation of ekerö road in the world heritage property has 
been improved in comparison to the existing situation with 
regard to the following aspects:

•	 due to speed limits, noise disseminated by traffic on ekerö 
road will decrease in the world heritage property. 

•	 due to the new drain water management, the pollution of 
the world heritage property’s currently very vulnerable wa-
ter system will be lowered.

•	 a comprehensive monitoring program with regard to vibra-
tions disseminating from ekerö road has been started dur-
ing this assessment process. It is not yet clear which impact 
the planned construction measures and potential increase 
of through traffic will have on the world heritage property. 
But the initiated monitoring program generates a basis to 
control the potential impact on historic buildings in the fu-
ture which is beneficial for the world heritage property.

•	 the quality of the planned road design in the section be-
tween drottningholm Bridge and hemmet will be consider-
ably higher than the shape of the existing ekerö road.

•	 due to the planned modifications at the entrance area at 
malmen, the barrier effect of the road will be lowered and 
the visitor’s management of the world heritage property 
can be improved.

•	 due to the planned dislocation of the park & ride facilities 
at karusellplan in direction to ekerö, it will be possible to 
use this square in a more suitable and sustainable manner 
in the future.
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•	 although the functional connection of lovö kyrkallé and 
Skolallén cannot be restored, the visual coherence of both 
tree alleys could be enhanced during the hIa 2 working pro-
cess.

however, the assessment also showed clearly that the follow-
ing questions still have to be considered more in detail: 

•	 Environmental Impacts: In principle it is beneficial for the 
world heritage property that a comprehensive vibration 
monitoring program has been initiated in the context of the 
planned remodelling of ekerö road. Nevertheless, the po-
tential risks in terms of vibrations due to construction works 
and increasing traffic are still unclear.

•	 Cumulative impacts: despite the planned fourth bus lane, 
a temporary increase of through traffic on ekerö road is 
forecasted until the completion of the Stockholm Bypass in 
2026 (from 23.000 veh./weekday at present to 27.000 veh./
weekday in 2025). 

•	 Stockholm Bypass is the most important measure to reduce 
through-traffic on ekerö road. Nevertheless, the planned 
growth of ekerö municipality and traffic expected to enter 
ekerö road from southern directions via the Stockholm 
Bypass will increase through traffic on ekerö road after the 
completion of the Bypass. 

•	 Visual and functional impacts: despite the above-men-
tioned first improvements at lovö kyrkallé and Skolallén, a 
negative impact remains in visual and functional terms due 
to ekerö road in the section of the road between vilan and 
canton and particularly at the intersection between ekerö 
road and lovö kyrkallé and Skolallén. 

•	 Planning and Management: there are several questions to 
be solved with regard to the spatial development and the 
organisation of visitor’s traffic in the world heritage area 
and its surroundings. this question refers not explicitly to 
the planned remodelling of ekerö road, but rather to the 
management of the world heritage property. 

consequently, the suggestions for mitigation measures and 
future steps to take focus on these above-mentioned negative 
impacts, with the intention to to support the continuation of 
the constructive working process during hIa phase 2 in coop-
eration with relevant stakeholders. 

5. Conclusions and recommendations:

Recommendation 1: Prolongation of vibration monitoring 
program during construction period Stockholm Bypass
until the completion of Stockholm Bypass, a temporary in-
crease of through traffic is expected on ekerö road. Since it is 
not yet possible to assess the impact of vibrations which will 
caused during the planned construction and due to increasing 
through traffic on ekerö road, it is urgently recommended to 
prolong the recently started comprehensive vibration moni-
toring program until Stockholm Bypass is completed (sched-
uled for 2026). Besides that, considered the high value of the 
buildings and parks in the world heritage property, it is rec-
ommended to establish a continuous vibration monitoring 
program.

Recommendation 2: Reducing negative cumulative impacts 
to the largest extent possible / Informing the World Herit-
age Committee and its Advisory Bodies regularly about all 
states of development and planned counter measures 
until the completion of Stockholm Bypass, the traffic vol-
ume on ekerö road is forecasted to increase up to a number 
of 27.000 veh./weekday. this development will cause a tem-
porary negative impact on the world heritage property. the 
completion of the Stockholm Bypass will lead to a decrease of 
through traffic on ekerö road.  But traffic will consist to a large 
extent of transit traffic and to a minor extent by ‘islander traf-
fic’ coming from ekerö municipality due to additional through-
traffic coming from southern directions via Stockholm Bypass.

against this background, the Swedish transport administra-
tion plans to establish a monitoring program the traffic on 
ekerö road. a threshold has been defined with 27.000 veh./
weekday during the construction process of Stockholm By-
pass and 23.000 veh./weekday after its completion (Swed-
ish transport administration, 2016a). If these thresholds are 
exceeded, all stakeholders will be informed by the Swedish 
transport administration. In case these  thresholds are ex-
ceeded, the following options to reduce through traffic are 
suggested at present:

phaSe 1 (during construction of Stockholm Bypass):
•	 ferry connections, in combination with a mobility manage-

ment program
•	 recently started measurements of vibration and noise in or-

der to safeguard the world heritage 
•	 financial incentives for taking public transport 
•	 Strictly monitored speed limits
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phaSe 2 (after construction of Stockholm Bypass):
•	 reducing the speed through the world heritage property to 

40 km/h through the entire world heritage property.
•	 competitive bus schemes such as Bus rapid transit in the 

corridor.
•	 congestion charges (technical arrangements for toll booths 

are already foreseen in the tunnel openings for Stockholm 
Bypass).

•	 the long term scenario does not exclude a road tunnel pass-
ing under the world heritage Site, but it is stressed that this 
is “a costly and technically challenging project” (Swedish 
transport administration, 2016a).

against this background hIa phase 2 recommends to:
•	 a.) immediately implement a traffic monitoring program 

along with immediate measures to decrease traffic flow on 
ekerö road as much as possible (such as ferry connections, 
mobility management program and particularly speed lim-
its).

•	 b.) make sure that all adopted traffic control measures can 
be implemented to limit the traffic passing the world herit-
age property after the Stockholm Bypass is opened to traffic 
in 2026.

•	 c.) uNeSco`s policy intends to avoid the increase of motor-
ized traffic in world heritage properties. however, through 
traffic in the world heritage property ‘royal domain of 
drottningholm’ increased from 16.700 veh./weekday at the 
time of inscription (1991) up to 23.000 veh./weekday at pre-
sent. a further increase of traffic up to 27.000 veh./weekday 
is expected until Stockholm Bypass is completed. when 
Stockholm Bypass is completed, there will exist two addi-
tional options to access the mainland from ekerö munici-
pality. consequently, it is strongly recommended that the 
States party supports efficient measures to reduce through 
traffic on ekerö road, such as toll stations, after the Bypass 
is completed in 2026. It is further recommended that the 
States party provides the world heritage committee and 
its advisory Board IcomoS annually with a detailed report 
at least up to the year 2026. here, the current condition of 
through traffic on ekerö road should clearly be described 
and it should also clearly be stated which measures have 
been taken to reduce the traffic flow on ekerö road. 

Recommendation 3: Decreasing negative impact of Ekerö 
Road between Vilan and Canton (future working progress)
the visual impact assessment carried out in this hIa phase 2 
showed clearly that the planned remodelling of ekerö road 
will lead to a negative impact in the section between vilan 
and canton. this is especially true for canton village, where 
both lovö kyrkallé and Skolallén are interrupted in functional 

terms.the planned width of the traffic lanes of 3,50 m leads 
here to the need to widen ekerö road. Besides that, the in-
tended speed limit is planned to be 60 km/h here after the 
planned remodelling of ekerö road. this speed limit is 10 
km/h lower than at present but higher than in the stretch 
of remodelled ekerö road between hemmet and malmen, 
where a speed limit of 40 km/h is planned. as a result, it is re-
quired to keep the existing bus stop pockets here according to 
the Swedish traffic legislation. 

consequently, it is urgently recommended to investigate im-
mediately whether it is possible to plan the remodelled ekerö 
road with a speed limit of 40 km/h also in the section between 
vilan and canton so that it can be avoided to build additional 
bus stops in this section and the barrier effect of ekerö road 
can be reduced to the smallest extent possible.

Recommendation 4: Spatial Development Plan to support 
an integrated management of the whole area of the World 
Heritage property ‘Royal Domain of Drottningholm’
the ouv of the world heritage property is based on the quali-
ties of the domain as a whole and the strategic goals outlined 
in the world heritage management plan which has been de-
veloped in 2007 are reflecting this aspect. consequently, the 
management plan includes a strategic vision for the coming 
thirty years and an outline for the intention to install an over-
all site management. 

Nevertheless, the analysis of the present situation of the 
world heritage property carried out during this hIa-report 
lead to the conclusion that this aspect is not yet reflected suf-
ficiently in praxis. In contrast to the general goals set out in the 
management plan’s vision until 2030, the management of the 
property focused strongly on the area of the landscape garden 
and its historic building stock in recent years. as a result, the 
functional and visual links between the landscape garden and 
the surrounding ‘pastoral landscape’ were increasingly lost 
and the barrier effect of ekerö road was even strengthened. 
Interviews and meetings of the authors of this report with 
various stakeholders  confirmed this conclusion. 

It is therefore suggested to elaborate a Spatial development 
plan which serves as both a concrete vision and a backbone 
to preserve the outstanding universal value and an element 
to support the sustainable development of the world heritage 
property and its setting and context. the encouraging results 
which have been achieved at the entrance area in malmen, 
where a considerable improvement was reached due to close 
cooperation between the Swedish transport authorities and 
the National property Board, should be taken as a starting 
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point for this plan. It is therefore strongly suggested that all 
stakeholders which were embedded in the working process of 
this hIa should be integrated in the elaboration of the Spatial 
development plan. additionally, it would be vital to include 
ekerö municipality in this planning process. 

the so-called Vårdplan, currently conceived by the National 
property Board as a comprehensive maintenance plan, and 
the general goals set out in the world heritage management 
plan 2007 – 2012 should serve as a starting point and guideline 
for the elaboration of the Spatial development plan. Besides 
that, especially the world heritage property`s location in a 
Natural reserve with outstanding landscape features which 
functions at the same time as the property’s proposed buffer 
zone should be seen as a unique chance and an important 
starting point to define concrete spatial measures and guide-
lines for the property’s future development. 

In detail, the Spatial development plan should focus on the 
following goals:

•	 Supporting the understanding and the visibility of the entire 
royal domain of drottningholm and its connections to its 
proposed proposed buffer zone on lovö island. 

•	 rethinking the access to the world heritage from ekerö. this 
part functions currently as a ‘backside’, but it should rather 
be treated as a second main entrance to the property. Such 
a solution could also open up the opportunity to welcome 
visitors coming from ekerö to the world heritage property. 

•	 In this context, it should also be investigated how to improve 
the negative visual impact of ekerö road between vilan and 
canton and the loss of functional links of the world heritage 
property via Skolallén and lovö kyrkallé to its surroundings.

•	 Improving the traffic and management in the world herit-
age property. this refers especially to the organization of 
the visitor’s traffic in malmen and canton.
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1  InTRoDuCTIon

1.1 bACkground And goAl of tHis HeritAge impACt Assessment
the world heritage property ‘royal domain of drottningholm’ is subject to changes due to the 
planned new Stockholm Bypass and the planned remodelling of ekerö road. 

the 21 km long Stockholm Bypass is a new north-south motorway link west of Stockholm and 
will be built as a tunnel under the island of lovö and the proposed proposed buffer zone for the 
world heritage property. two junctions connect the Stockholm Bypass with the existing ekerö 
road, which passes through the world heritage property. 

the ekerö road project aims at improving the public transport situation between the growing 
ekerö municipality and the mainland to which this is the only road connection at present. In 
this context it is planned to remodel ekerö road. a fourth traffic lane which will be reserved for 
public transport by buses will be added to the existing three traffic lanes.

against this background, it is the goal of this heritage Impact assessment (hIa) to assess from 
an independent point of view the potential positive and negative impacts of the planned 
Stockholm Bypass and the remodelling of ekerö road on the outstanding universal value of 
the world heritage property of ‘royal domain of drottningholm’. on this basis, potential miti-
gation measures and recommendations for future spheres of activity are provided. 

In general, the hIa follows the guidelines recommended by IcomoS (advisory Body to the 
world heritage committee), particularly the 2011 ICOMOS Guidance on Heritage Impact Assess-
ments for Cultural World Heritage Properties. 

1.2 world HeritAge ConCern
States parties to the world heritage convention are obliged to report to the world heritage 
committee on all changes that may have an impact on world heritage value of properties in 
their territory.  

the State of conservation of the world heritage property ‘royal domain of drottningholm’ has 
been a subject of reporting since 2009 concerning the planned infrastructure projects. IcomoS 
International and world heritage centre have been informed by IcomoS Sweden, IcomoS eu-
rope, Ngos and concerned citizens. the world heritage centre asked for further information 
and proposed an advisory mission and a heritage Impact assessment (21 april and 10 august 
2011). 
   
IcomoS technical review of heritage Impact assessment phase 1 (2014-02-11) requested an 
update on progress concerning the following aspects:

1. phase II of the heritage Impact assessment of the Stockholm Bypass,
2. the road plan for ekerö road (also referred to as ‘road 261’ in this report),
3. the Stockholm Bypass review and
4. the creation of a protected area of lovö - kärsö and proposed buffer zone for the world 

heritage property ‘royal domain of drottningholm’. 
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the Swedish National heritage Board informed the world heritage centre 2014-06-17 about 
the progress of the above-mentioned projects.

the potential impacts of the infrastructure projects in question are recognized in the retro-
spective Statement of outstanding universal value which has been adopted by the world her-
itage committee in 2016:

Current developments in the infrastructure of Greater Stockholm will affect the Drottningholm 
area in the future. Road 261 [= Ekerö Road] passed through the World Heritage property long 
before Drottningholm nomination, but the traffic situation has changed significantly. Preliminary 
assessments indicate that adverse impacts, defined as functional, visual and noise disturbances 
during the construction of the Stockholm Bypass and Ekerö Road extension, are expected to af-
fect to different degrees the attributes of the property, as well as create permanent visual chang-
es in the pastoral landscape when the road is completed. 

Given these conclusions, all involved parties will aim to limit the negative impacts and work to 
identify new possibilities and solutions for improved accessibility to the area in conjunction with 
the developments related to the ongoing Stockholm Bypass and Ekerö Road extensions project. 

the monitoring process of all world heritage properties includes a periodic reporting cycle 
every six years. In the latest cycle, 2012 - 2015, Sweden reported that:

The description of the agricultural setting adjacent to the World Heritage site is a significant part 
of the historical and present use of the area should be added to the OUV. The suggested area for 
the proposed buffer zone originates from those aspects. The demesne and farmland are part of 
that area.
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Fig. 1.1: Stockholm Bypass (red) and Ekerö Road (Road 261, orange) site limits and proposed proposed buffer zone of World Heritage property ‚Royal Domain of 
Drottningholm‘ (cyan). (© Google Earth, Philipp Tebart)

261

existing Ekerö Road (to be remodelled)
Stockholm Bypass (new)
World Heritage boundary
proposed buffer zone
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1.3 preConditions for tHe stoCkHolm bypAss And ekerö roAd projeCts 
the Stockholm Bypass and the remodelling of ekerö road are two projects which stand, in 
principle, loose from each other.

the 21 km long Stockholm Bypass is a new north-south motorway link west of Stockholm and 
will be built as a tunnel under the island of lovö and the proposed proposed buffer zone for the 
world heritage property. two junctions connect the Stockholm Bypass with the existing ekerö 
road, which passes through the world heritage property. 

the ekerö road project aims at improving the public transport situation between the growing 
ekerö municipality and the mainland to which this is the only road connection at present. It is 
planned to add a fourth traffic lane to the existing ekerö road which will be reserved for public 
transport by buses.

the Stockholm Bypass junctions with ekerö road are located in the sensitive cultural and natu-
ral landscape which functions as a proposed buffer zone for the world heritage property. Both 
the Stockholm Bypass and the planned remodelling of ekerö road are permitted to be built 
according to the decision for the proposed buffer zone. Similarly, the location of the junctions 
has been granted permissions by the Swedish government, as long as the stipulated conditions 
are met, and the alternatives have not been subject to this hIa phase 2. a hIa phase 1 was con-
ducted in 2011 where the overall impacts of the infrastructure projects are assessed. 

the Swedish government’s decision to approve the Stockholm Bypass stipulated several con-
ditions for the subsequent detailed road plans. among other, there should be limited nega-
tive consequences to the cultural environment, and the values of the world heritage property 
‘royal domain of drottningholm’ should not be threatened. the Swedish National heritage 
Board (riksantikvarieämbetet) the Swedish transport administration (trafikverket), the Na-
tional property Board (Statens fastighetsverk) and ekerö municipality have made an agree-
ment (april 7, 2011). according to the agreement, the target of the involved parties is that the 
traffic projects are to:

•	 be designed and implemented with a comprehensive view of and good adaptation to the 
cultural landscape within the world heritage property and its proposed buffer zone so that 
the values of the world heritage property are not threatened,

•	 contribute to significant improvements within the world heritage property and its proposed 
buffer zone with regard to spatial contexts and noise,

•	 improve accessibility for those who live and work in and visit ekerö municipality,
•	 lead to an increased proportion of public transport and
•	 improve the traffic situation through the world heritage property when the Stockholm By-

pass has opened.

If the agreed measures do not lead to the expected improvements regarding the traffic situa-
tion in the world heritage property, an alternative solution of a tunnel for ekerö road under 
the world heritage property will be explored.

a decision by Swedish National transport administration (trafikverket) to establish a control 
and monitoring program has been signed 2016-10-10. It states that monitoring will be done 
continuously on ekerö road and results will be reported annually to the parties of the agree-
ment. a threshold of 27.000 veh./weekday in phase 1 when the ekerö road widening has been 
completed and 23.000 veh./weekday when the Stockholm Bypass is opened has been defined. 
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If these threshold values are exceeded, the Swedish transport administration will convene the 
parties for the development of an action plan.

Figure 1.2: The traffic flows on the Ekerö Road in 2009 (black) and estimation for 2035 (red). (©Trafikverket: Miljökonsekvensbeskrivning för vägplan. 2014-10-30 pp.14)

 traffIc flow oN ekerö road
 (number of vehicles on average weekday)
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2  HERITAgE ImPACT ASSESSmEnT fRAmEWoRk
2.1 sCope And proCess of tHe Assessment

this heritage Impact assessment aims of to identify and assess both negative and positive im-
pacts of the planned Stockholm Bypass and the planned remodelling of the ekerö road project 
on the world heritage outstanding universal value (ouv) and to define potential strategies and 
precise recommendations for the mitigation of negative impacts. 

the heritage Impact assessment is based on hIa phase 1 which was submitted to the world 
heritage centre in 2012. In this first phase of the assessment, the scale and the significance of 
the impact on the property have been identified. against this background, the potential impact 
of the two infrastructure projects on the outstanding universal value of the world heritage 
property ‘royal domain of drottningholm’ were assessed. the focus was the overall future im-
pacts of the new traffic infrastructure projects on the world heritage property and its setting. In 
hIa phase 1 the traffic through the world heritage property was identified as the main impact. 
the summary of impacts was assessed negative from moderate/ large within the range of slight 
– large/very large depending on the measures for traffic control.

In the last four years, the outcome of hIa phase 1 has been integrated in the planning process 
of the two infrastructure projects. Both the Stockholm Bypass and the ekerö road project were 
subsequently elaborated. this elaboration process of both road projects during the last four 
years lead to more detailed design proposals. consequently, the scope of this hIa phase 2 is 
based on this previous planning and assessment process. the task of this assessment is now 
to provide a more detailed overview how the projects Stockholm Bypass and the planned wid-
ening of the ekerö road (road 261) impact on the outstanding universal value of the world 
heritage property ‘royal domain of drottningholm’. In this context, especially the part of the 
road which is located in the world heritage property and its proposed proposed buffer zone, 
will be assessed more in detail.

2.2 HeritAge impACt Assessment metHodology
2.2.1   world herItage outStaNdINg uNIverSal value 
uNeSco world heritage Sites are protected within the 1972 Convention concerning the Protec-
tion of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage. which is an international treaty between mem-
ber States. It seeks to identify, protect, conserve, present and transmit to future generations 
cultural and natural heritage of Outstanding Universal Value (OUV). 

the hIa uses the definitions used in the Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of the 
World Heritage Convention (2015).
  
outstanding universal value means a cultural and/or natural significance which is so exception-
al as to transcend national boundaries and to be of common importance for present and future 
generations of all humanity (Operational Guidelines for the implementation of the World Herit-
age Convention. (2015, Paragraph 49)
 
the world heritage committee considers a property as having ouv if it meets one or more of 
the world heritage criteria (operational guidelines, paragraph 77) which for the royal domain 
of drottningholm is criterion (iv): to be an outstanding example of a type of building, architec-
tural or technological ensemble or landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in human 
history;
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to be deemed of OUV, a property must also meet the conditions of integrity and/or authentic-
ity, and must have an adequate protection and management system to ensure its safeguarding 
(paragraph 78).

ouv is composed of three elements; the criteria, the qualifying conditions of integrity and au-
thenticity and the safeguarding; protection and management of the values. 

Figure 2.1: The three components of the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV). (©: Managing Cultural World Heritage 2014 p 35)

attributes are key features of a property, which are associated with or express the ouv. they 
express also intangible aspects of the heritage, which can be, for example, the spirit and feeling 
of the place and the relationship between a material and intangible aspect. an attribute can 
also be a process.

(Par 82) Properties are understood to meet the conditions of authenticity if their cultural values 
as recognized in the nomination criteria proposed are truthfully and credibly expressed through 
a variety of attributes including:
•	  form and design;
•	 materials and substance;
•	 use and function;
•	 traditions, techniques and management systems;
•	 location and setting;
•	 language, and other forms of intangible heritage;
•	 spirit and feeling; and
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•	 other internal and external factors.

(Par 88) Integrity is a measure of the wholeness and intactness of the natural and/or cultural 
heritage and its attributes. Examining the conditions of integrity requires assessing the extent to 
which the property
•	 Includes all elements necessary to express its outstanding universal value
•	 Is of adequate size to ensure the complete representation of the features and processes, which 

convey the property’s significance.
•	 Suffers from adverse effects of development and/or neglect

2.2.2.   IcomoS GUIDANCE ON HERITAGE IMPACT ASSESSMENTS FOR CULTURAL WORLD HERITAGE  
      PROPERTIES
the methodology of this hIa phase 2 report follows the ICOMOS Guidance on Heritage Impact 
Assessments for Cultural World Heritage Properties (2011).  

accordingly, the methodology of this hIa assessment follows four crucial steps: 
•	 Step 1: understanding the ouv of the world heritage property ‘royal domain of drottning-

holm’ (chapter 3)
•	 Step 2: description of the planned changes (chapter 4)
•	 Step 3: Identification of the impacts and assessment of their scale and severity (chapter 5)
•	 Step 4: proposal for mitigation measures and recommendations for next steps (chapter 6)

according to the IcomoS guidance, the hIa methodology includes a grading system from neu-
tral to very large adverse or beneficial impact on the world heritage ouv. for example:
•	 a major change results in a total alteration of the key attributes and comprehensive changes 

in the setting. 
•	 a minor change means that the key attributes are slightly different, and that the change to 

setting of an historic building is noticeably changed. the intangible cultural heritage attrib-
utes or associations encompass visual links and cultural appreciation. 

Fig. 2.2: Grading system of the Heritage Impact Assessment (based on ICOMOS 2011, page 9) 

2.3 HiA proCess 
this hIa phase 2 report is compiled by an international team of independent consultants. mi-
chael kloos (michael kloos planning and heritage consultancy) and katri lisitzin (architect Sar 
/ mSa) were commissioned by the Swedish transport administration in march 2016 to compile 
the report. 

VAlue of HeritAge  Asset sCAle And seVerity of CHAnge / impACts

positive no change negligible 
Change

minor 
Change

moderate 
Change

major 
Change

signifiCAnCe of effeCt or oVerAll impACt 

BeNefIcIal  adverSe

for wH properties Very High –  
attributes which convey ouV

positive Neutral Slight moderate large very large
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a so-called 2nd opinion will be given in a separate and independent report by the international 
world heritage expert dr christopher young. the report will address how the hIa has been 
conducted, a review of the world heritage committee policy and practice requirements and 
the ouv and its implications for the road scheme as well as the effectiveness and adequacy of 
the hIa phase 2 assessment and recommended mitigation measures.

the working process started in may 2016 with a site visit of the authors of this report and a kick-
off meeting with representatives of:
•	 Swedish transport administration and its consulting office wSp (in charge of the planned 

changes of Stockholm Bypass and ekerö road) 
•	 National property Board (in charge of the management of the world heritage property)
•	 drottningholm palace adminsitration (in charge of the management of the world heritage 

property)

during this meeting, crucial steps of the working process and objectives of the assessment 
process were discussed and defined. afterwards, several meetings with the client and other 
stakeholders were arranged during the working process. It was the goal of these meetings to 
discuss intermediate results of the impact assessment so as to feed them back immediately in 
the planning and assessment process. representatives of the National heritage Board and the 
National property Board were comprised in these activities.

Fig. 2.3: Site Survey with representatives of the National Property Board (May 2016) (© Michael Kloos)

as a second step of the assessment and negotiation process, additional meetings with repre-
sentatives of Ngos which contacted the authors during the assessment process and expressed 
their concerns about the planned road projects were arranged during the assessment process. 
the authors of this hIa report offered several times to meet up with representatives of ekerö 
municipality during the working process. however, it is was not possible to arrange such a 
meeting. hence, the authors regret that it was not possible to embed all relevant stakeholders 
in the working process of this hIa report. 

2.4 dAtA sourCes 
relevant data included into the assessment process was delivered by the Swedish transport 
administration, the National property Board and Ngos. the visualizations used for the visual 
analysis of the impact of the planned projects were generated by the Swedish transport ad-
ministration on the basis of a virtual 3d model.
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3  WoRlD HERITAgE PRoPERTy ‘RoyAl DomAIn of DRoTTnIngHolm’
3.1 tHe property

The Royal Domain of Drottningholm stands on an island in Lake Mälaren in a suburb of Stock-
holm. With its castle, perfectly preserved theatre (built in 1766), Chinese pavilion and gardens, it 
is the finest example of an 18th -century north European royal residence inspired by the Palace of 
Versailles.
(Short description from UNESCO World Heritage Centre website http://whc.unesco.org )

the ‘royal domain of drottningholm’ on the island of lovö close to Stockholm was inscribed 
on the world heritage list in 1991 as “the best example of a royal residence built in the 18th 
century in Sweden and is representative of all European architecture of the period, heir to the 
influences exerted by the Chateau of Versailles on the construction of royal residences in western, 
central and northern Europe” (criteria (iv)). 

the property of 162.429 ha encompasses a unique whole of a royal estate with the drottning-
holm palace, the palace theatre, the chinese pavilion, canton village, the gardens and part of 
malmen. 

Fig. 3. 1: Boundaries of the Royal Domain of Drottningholm World Heritage property inscribed to the World Heritage List in 1991. (© Google Earth/Philipp Tebart, Ref: 
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/559)

World Heritage boundary

Drottningholm
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3.2  tHe proposed buffer zone of tHe royAl domAin on tHe islAnd of loVö  
a buffer zone for the world heritage property was not required at the time of its inscription in 
1991. however, the importance to emphasize and protect its context and setting of on lovö is-
land is essential for understanding the function of the whole royal domain. visual connections 
and interlinkages with the surrounding agricultural landscape have also been a key design 
concept in the historic development of drottningholm palace and gardens.  

Figure 3.2: World Heritage property ‘Royal Domain of Drottningholm’ Vista to Canton Village and to surrounding ‚pastoral‘ agricultural landscape (© Michael Kloos)

against this background, a formal buffer zone is currently being prepared and proposed which 
encompasses an area of 3.285.600 ha on the island of lovön. the relevance of the proposed 
buffer zone of the royal domain of drottningholm has been emphasized throughout the man-
agement and monitoring of the property. for example, in the periodic reporting process which 
is done for all world heritage properties Sweden reported in 2015 that:

The description of the agricultural setting adjacent to the World Heritage site is a significant part 
of the historical and present use of the area and should be added to the OUV. The suggested area 
for the proposed buffer zone originates from those aspects. The demesne and farmland are part 
of that area.
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Fig. 3.3: Natural reserve on Lovö which has also been proposed as buffer zone of the World Heritage Property (red circle). (©www.lansstyrelsen.se/Stockholm/Site-
Collection Images)

at present the proposed buffer zone is taken into consideration in the world heritage manage-
ment plan. In connection with the Stockholm Bypass project a new natural reserve (lovö natur-
reservat) was created in 2014 with the aim to protect the natural and cultural landscape with 
a specific focus on world heritage property and proposed buffer zone. the area of this natural 
reserve is congruent to the proposed buffer zone. Both the Stockholm Bypass and the planned 
remodelling of ekerö road are permitted to be built according to the decision for the proposed 
buffer zone. In addition to the proposed buffer zone, the surrounding historic landscape of 
lovö and kärsö with continuity in land use since Bronze age is also protected as an area of 
National Interest for cultural heritage (riksintresse för kulturmiljövården). 

3.3 outstAnding uniVersAl VAlue (ouV) 
at the time of the inscription of the world heritage property ‘royal domain of drottningholm’ a 
Statement of outstanding universal value was not required. a retrospective Statement of ouv 
has been adopted by the world heritage committee in 2016. It has been used as the baseline 
for the evaluation of impacts in this hIa. key elements of the retrospective Statement of ouv 
are therefore summarised in this section.

the brief description of the royal domain of drottningholm in the retrospective Statement 
of outstanding universal value adopted by the world heritage committee in 2016 highlights 
the significance of the whole ensemble and the continuity of use and function of the royal 
domain. the consequent time layers are still legible in the layout of buildings and gardens and 
its function and context with the agricultural landscape illustrates the economic function of a 
royal estate:
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The Royal Domain of Drottningholm, situated on the island of Lovön close to Stockholm, is an exceptionally well-preserved 
ensemble of gardens and buildings with original interior furnishings. It includes Drottningholm Palace, the Palace Theatre, 
the Chinese Pavilion, Canton Village, the gardens and part of Malmen, and has been used for pleasure and summer recreation 
from the Baroque era until today. As the current home of the Swedish Royal Family, Drottningholm upholds a cultural continuity 
with the original purpose of the site. (Ref: retrospective Statement of outstanding universal value (whc/16/40.com/8e, rev.))

3.4 key Components of tHe outstAnding uniVersAl VAlue  
the hIa assessment is based on the following key components of the world heritage which are 
identified in the retrospective Statement of outstanding universal value:

1. Drottningholm Palace is representative of 17th and 18th century western and northern 
European architecture, and the palace grounds were also created during that period. The 
palace was created with strong references to 17th century Italian and French architecture. 
The interiors reflect Sweden’s ambitions as one of the most powerful nations of 17th century 
Europe, from both cultural and political viewpoints. Leading Swedish architects worked to-
gether with the best craftspeople in Europe to create a unique ensemble of buildings with 
rich and lavish interiors.

 
2. The Palace Theatre is the only surviving 18th century theatre where the original machinery 

is still regularly used and the original stage sets are preserved. The sophisticated stage ma-
chinery, built by Georg Fröman according to drawings prepared by Christian Gottorp Reuss, 
is still fully intact, permitting quick changes of scene with the curtain up. A unique collection 
of stage sets, the dressing rooms, the storerooms, the scenery, and the large auditorium, 
seating 400 spectators, are preserved. Historical opera productions performed at the theatre 
are often staged and accompanied by music performed on authentic period instruments by 
the Drottningholm Theatre Orchestra.

 
3. The Chinese Pavilion with its incomparable combination of architecture, interior decoration 

and collections is preserved and is a symbol of 18th century contacts between Europe and 
Asia. Together with Canton Village, which includes former buildings for manufacture and 
living quarters for members of the royal court, this ensemble of buildings gives a compre-
hensive picture of court life during this era, with touches of influences from distant places. 

 
4. The gardens were created during different periods and show both continuity and changes 

in fashion over time. The French formal garden, the rococo garden and the Ideal Landscape 
Garden are preserved side by side. The French formal garden holds the world’s largest collec-
tion of sculptures by Adriaen de Vries. 

 
5. Malmen is an adjoining 18th century residential area for courtiers and officials of the royal 

court as well as a site for various palace offices. Malmen was granted a town charter in the 
late 18th century. The buildings in this area still partly retain their original functions, and 
their facades are important features of this historical setting. 

 
6. The surrounding area has been part of the Crown Estate since the 16th century. The char-

acter of the landscape is a result of the way it has been used and farmed to support the 
Crown’s need of supplies and to uphold the King’s household. This continuous use and the 
way it is and has been managed over the years is still visible in the landscape.
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Fig. 3.4: World Heritage property and State Owned Listed Site. The key areas are identified in the Maintenance Plan for the State Owned Listed Site. (© Google Earth 
/Maaike Goedkoop/Philipp Tebart) 
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3.5 identifiCAtion of Attributes of tHe outstAnding uniVersAl VAlue And tHeir AutHentiCity And integrity
as described in the previous chapter, the understanding the ouv of a property and identifying 
the attributes that transmit this value are the baseline for assessing changes as well as for all 
measures for protecting and enhancing the world heritage value. they are also the baseline for 
hIa assessment. these attributes can be physical qualities or fabric, but can also be related to 
associated processes (please compare section 2.2.1). 
  
the following table summarises the attributes which are identified in the hIa process:

Tab: 3.1: Key Values of the World Heritage property ‘Royal Domain of Drottningholm

outstanding universal Value 
key element

Value Attributes expressing the value

the crown estate and royal do-
main of drottningholm

continuity of land use and state ownership as a 
part of the king’s household since 16th century.   

►agricultural use
►farmsteads and villages
►lovö church and kyrkallén
►vegetable garden and orangery

drottningholm palace and for-
mal french garden

drottningholm palace is representative of the 
17th and 18th century western and northern eu-
rope architecture with reference to leading 
french and Italian architecture associated with 
Sweden’s political position in 17th century. 
continuity as royal residence.
formal french garden is representative of the 
Baroque period and holds world’s largest collec-
tion of sculptures of adriaen de vries.

►palace exterior and interiors
►palace setting with waterfront and 
gardens 
►approach by sea and land
►use as royal residence
►visual and functional connections 
with all elements of the palace complex, 
including hemmet and vilan

palace theatre unique 18th century court theatre with original 
machinery and stage set in use. 

►the theatre building and stage ma-
chinery
►context and setting of the palace the-
atre within the palace complex and the 
Ideal garden   

chinese pavilion and rococo 
garden, canton village

Both chinese pavilion and canton village repre-
sent the life of a 18th century court with oriental 
influences and ideal of manufacture society.

►chinese pavilion and the pavilion‘s 
visual and functional connections with 
the surrounding gardens and landscape
►canton village buildings and context 
►formal treelines, canton Street and 
kyrkallén

Ideal landscape garden 
(english park)

 ►canals, ponds, pathways
gothic tower
►monumentholmen
►karusellplan
►visual and functional connection 
with palace complex at vilan, hemmet 
and malmen
►agricultural landscape

malmen residential area continuity of administrative and residential 
function for royal court from 18th century. 
designed part of the palace ensemble.

►facades, urban character and visual 
linkage with palace ensemble and gar-
dens
►administrative and residential func-
tion for royal court
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3.6 AutHentiCity And integrity 
the retrospective Statement of outstanding universal value (ref. whc/16/40.com/8e, rev.) 
identifies the high degree of authenticity and integrity of both different elements of the palace 
ensemble as well as the continuity of use of the royal domain including its context and setting 
with the surrounding royal estate on the island of lovö:

statement of authenticity 
The historical setting, with the Drottningholm Palace, the Palace Theatre, the Chinese Pavilion, the gardens and the facades 
of Malmen’s buildings, is intact in form and material from the 17th and 18th centuries. The primary guidelines for this property 
focus on conservation and not restoration, and on maintaining the original forms, the original materials, and the designed 
landscape. 

statement of integrity 
No significant changes have been made to this World Heritage property since the time of inscription. The unique whole that 
existed then is still present and maintains all the necessary attributes to convey the Outstanding Universal Value of the prop-
erty. The Drottningholm Palace, the Palace Theatre, the Chinese Pavilion, and the gardens remain intact and represent a royal 
domain with important elements of 17th and 18th century Swedish and European history. 

The Royal Domain of Drottningholm has been an intercultural meeting place for centuries, from the time of its construction 
by architects and workers of different nationalities to the theatre activities and tourism of today. For centuries, the Drottning-
holm area has been used for pleasure and summer recreation. Theatre performances and the interest shown by visitors to 
Drottningholm both maintain this tradition and its function as the home of the Swedish Royal Family.

Tab: 3.2: Authenticity and Integrity of the World Heritage property ‘Royal Domain of Drottningholm (source: Retrospective Statement of Outstanding Universal Value 
/ Ref. WHC/16/40.COM/8E, rev.)

3.7 proteCtion And mAnAgement requirements
with regard to protection and management requirements of the property, the retrospec-
tive Statement of outstanding universal value identifies both the increase of traffic and the 
planned construction of Stockholm Bypass and the planned remodelling of ekerö road as a 
major task of current challenges to be tackled. In this context, it is particularly emphasised that 
“all involved parties will aim to limit the negative impacts and work to identify new possibili-
ties and solutions for improved accessibility to the area in conjunction with the developments 
related to the ongoing Stockholm Bypass and ekerö road extension project.”:

[...]
Current developments in the infrastructure of Greater Stockholm will affect the Drottningholm area in the future. Road 261 
passed through the World Heritage property long before Drottningholm’s nomination, but the traffic situation has changed 
significantly. Preliminary assessments indicate that adverse impacts, defined as functional, visual and noise disturbances 
during the construction of the Stockholm Bypass and Ekerö Road extension, are expected to affect to different degrees the 
attributes of the property, as well as create permanent visual changes in the pastoral landscape when the road is completed. 
Given these conclusions, all involved parties will aim to limit the negative impacts and work to identify new possibilities and 
solutions for improved accessibility to the area in conjunction with the developments related to the ongoing Stockholm By-
pass and Ekerö Road extension project. The parties will also consider the Heritage Impact Assessment which has been done in 
connection with the infrastructure projects. The recommendations and the results of this assessment will assist in identifying 
potential courses of action to maintain the attributes of the property, its authenticity, and its integrity.

Tab: 3.3: Protection and Management requirements of the World Heritage property ‘Royal Domain of Drottningholm (source: Retrospective Statement of Outstan-
ding Universal Value / Ref. WHC/16/40.COM/8E, rev.)
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against the background of the outstanding universal value, the above-mentioned key values 
and the current challenges outlined in the retrospective Statement of outstanding universal 
value, the following sections will describe these aspects more in detail so as to provide a basis 
for the impact assessment.

 
3.8 HistoriC lAyers of tHe royAl domAin of drottningHolm  

the islands of lovö and kärsö where populated in prehistoric times with hunters and fisher-
men. In the transition to middle ages, around 1050 ad the mälaren islands of lovö, lindö and 
kärsö were already fully colonized. the villages of the lovö parish consisted of five settlements. 
the lovö church was built in late 12th century.  

Fig. 3.5a, b: Lovö Church was built in the late 12th century. The Church was later refurbished. (© Michael Kloos)

the royal history of drottningholm started in the 16th century, when in the 1530’s the king gus-
tav vasa initiated a successive acquisition of the villages of lovö which later would constitute 
the crown demesne called torvesund. In the 1570’s the building of the future drottningholm 
palace was started. the royal domain of drottningholm has been in continuous use as a royal 
household since 1660. In the end of the 18th century king gustav III took over the palace and 
the crown demesne and initiated large projects. the palace gardens were extended, two bridg-
es to the mainland were built and the residential area of malmen was established. 

Fig. 3.6a, b: Erik Dahlberg Suecia Antiqua et Hodierna, 1698-1701: Drottningholm Palace east elevation (left) and French Formal Garden (right). (© National Library 
of Sweden / www.suecia.kb.se)
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Fig. 3.7: Map from late 18th century which shows the Palace ensemble. (©Statens Fastighetsverk Vårdprogram)   

today’s Drottningholm Palace is mainly a building of the 17th century. It was built during the 
period when Swedish kingdom was one of the great powers in europe. the builder – dowager 
Queen hedvig eleonora – engaged architects, artists and craftsmen from different parts of eu-
rope. the architect Nicodemus tessin the older was commissioned to draw up a new palace 
with gardens, after a large fire in 1661. the work was completed by his son, Nicodemus tessin 
the younger, who also laid out the gardens to the west of the palace, where there had previ-
ously been a hunting ground. 

Fig. 3.8: Drottningholm Palace (© Sxenko at English Wikipedia, CC BY 2.5)
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In the middle of the 18th century, Queen lovisa ulrika commissioned great changes to the pal-
ace domain. the current Drottningholm Palace Theatre was built in accordance with draw-
ings by carl fredrik adelcrantz. the building was completed in 1766. on king gustav III’s initia-
tive, a foyer, the déjeuner Salon, was added later in accordance with drawings by louis Jean 
desprèz. 

Fig. 3.9a, b: Drottningholm Palace Theatre (© Michael Kloos)

the Chinese pavilion was built in the 1760s, at a time when chinoiserie was fashionable in 
europe. the architects were carl fredrik adelcrantz and Jean eric rehn. the architecture and 
interiors even today produce a picture of the relationship between the continents of asia and 
europe 300 years ago, and the collections provide a sample of exotic craftsmanship. 

Canton village, a small mercantile community was built along the canton road with work-
shops for products intended for the court and, initially, an attempt at Swedish silk manufac-
ture. production ceased already in the 18th century, and the houses in canton Street have since 
then mainly been used for housing. canton village with its buildings, gardens and streetscape 
still maintains its 18th and early 19th century character of a small scale mercantile manufacture 
village.

  

Fig. 3.10a, b: Chinese Pavilion and Canton Village (© Michael Kloos)

the residential area of malmen received town privileges in 1782 during the reign of gustav III. 
the existing buildings dating from the 16th century were supplemented in the 18th century 
due to the need for buildings for overnight stays and business operations in the area. 
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Fig. 3.11: Malmen (© Holger Elgard)

The Drottningholm Palace gardens, each characteristic of its period – a Baroque garden from 
1680-1780, a more intimate topiary garden in rococo style from 1750-1780 in conjunction with 
the chinese pavilion and an Ideal landscape garden (english park) from 1770 to the early 19th 
century can still be experienced with their different functions and character. Significant vistas 
connect the gardens dating from various periods. 

  

Fig. 3.12a, b: Ideal Landscape Garden. Vista from and to Hemmet, the home of the governor, designed approx. in 1780. The building is located north of Ekerö Road 
and serves as a focus point of an important sight line from and to the Ideal Landscape Garden. (© Michael Kloos)

3.8.1   INfraStructure developmeNt oN lovö
the infrastructure on lovö is dominated by three generations of roads. In the medieval system 
the lovö church is in the centre of the village roads. the 18th century road system is character-
ized by the presence of the royal crown on lovö. In the end of the 18th century when king gus-
tav III initiated large projects for the drottningholm royal domain, even the road structure was 
reoriented towards the palace instead of lovö church. the connection between the palace and 
the church was important and marked by a tree lined straight avenue and even other connec-
tions were established between the palace administration, canton village and chinese pavilion. 
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Fig. 3.13: Infrastructure Development on Lovö. Blue: before 1770 / Red: 1770 / Green 1880 / Black 1900.  (©Trafikverket, Kulturmiljöutredning-Vägplan för Ekerövägen 
väg 261 Tappström-Nockeby, 2015-05-28 p19) 

the island of lovö was connected with the mainland in 1787 with a bridge near the present 
location of the drottningholm bridge which dates from the 1970’s. 
 
during 1930’s a new road was laid out between canton village and the Ideal landscape park. 
ekerö road in its present delineation through the world heritage property dates from the 
1940’s. It was broadened to two lanes and designed as a tree line avenue in the between hem-
met and canton. a third traffic lane was added in the late 1980’s. 

Both the successive increase of traffic and increased speed of vehicles and the fact that ek-
erö road is the only link between ekerö and the mainland have changed the character of the 
ekerö road from a rural road to a major commuter link between ekerö municipality and the 
mainland. as a result, the dominance of ekerö road in the world heritage property increased 
significantly. 

before 1770 village
1770              castle  
1880  manor
1900  border
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Fig. 3.14a-f: Transformation of the character of Ekerö Road from 1800 until present (© HIA Phase 1)

aerial photographs out of the 20th century confirm that the successive widening of ekerö road 
has encroached on the Ideal landscape garden especially in the time period between 1954 
and 1993. 
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Fig. 3.15a, b: Aerial photographs showing Ekerö Road in 1942 and 1985 in the World Heritage property. (©Statens Fastighetsverk: Vårdprogram/2014/Drottning-
holms slottsområde/AB302:500/Bilagor/5.Flygfoton LMV).

3.9 drottningHolm todAy
drottningholm is the home of the royal family today. drottningholm attracts a large number of 
visitors, up to 700.000 per year during the summer period. the palace theatre has opera and 
ballet performances which are limited in number in order to conserve its 18th century interior 
and stage mechanism. 

3.9.1   vISItor’S maNagemeNt at malmeN
In summer times, it is possible to reach drottningholm from Stockholm centre by boat. fer-
ries are mooring immediately at drottningholm palace. another option to reach drottningholm 
world heritage property is public transport by bus via ekerö road. at present, there is a bus 
stop at malmen. visitors have to cross ekerö road in order to reach the world heritage prop-
erty’s vistor’s centre. 
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Fig. 3.16a, b, c: Current situation of bus stops on Ekerö Road at Malmen, traffic on Ekerö Road and Drottningholm Visitor‘s 
Centre (previous page). (© Michael Kloos / http://www.kungahuset.se / Swedish Transport Administration)

currently, the entrance situation of the world heritage property shows partly deficits in terms 
of its spatial and functional quality. Besides ekerö road, which forms a barrier for visitors who 
want to access the world heritage site, the existing pressbyran kiosk in the entrance area has 
only a low quality in terms of its design and appearance. Besides that, both the visitor’s park-
ing area and the existing tennis courts in the immediate vicinity of drottningholm theatre form 
a sharp contrast to drottningholm theatre, which is one of the most valuable buildings of the 
world heritage property. 

Fig. 3.17a, b, c, d: Current situation of the World Heritage property‘s entrance area. Kiosk and paths, parking facilities and tennis court nearby the Palace Theatre. (© 
Michael Kloos) 
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3.9.2   karuSellplaN aNd ItS SurrouNdINgS
Similarly, also other areas of the world heritage property show currently constraints with re-
gard to their quality and design. this is particularly true for the area of karusellplan, which was 
originally designed as an area for festivities but which is currently used as a park& ride facility 
for commuters coming from ekerö. 

Besides that, the link of karusellplan to its surroundings shows currently severe deficits in spa-
tial and functional terms. here, ekerö road forms a spatial barrier, thus hindering visitors of the 
world heritage property to explore the areas located in the north of ekerö road.  

  

Fig. 3.18 a, b, c: Karusellplan around 1785 (left) and current use as park and ride facility (right). View from Karusselplan towards Ekerö Road and the northern area 
of the World Heritage property (bottom). (© Trafikverket: Kulturmiljöutredning- Vägplan för Ekerövägen väg 261 Tappström - Nockeby, p. 32 / Michael Kloos)
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3.9.3   caNtoN
at canton, the two tree line avenues lovö kyrkallé and Skolallén form together with gothic 
tower architectural motifs that have the greatest cultural significance for the area. Both av-
enues used to form an important link of both the drottningholm palace garden and the agricul-
tural area surrounding it and canton village with canton school. this functional and visual link 
has been increasingly interrupted by ekerö road which was built in the 1930s and successively 
broadened afterwards. Nowadays, the functional and the visual link provided by the two tree 
line avenues is barely existing anymore.

Fig. 3.19a, b, c: Historic maps dating from 1700 and 1811 showing the historic situation of Canton and the two alleys of Lovö Kyrkallé and Skolallén (top) and current 
situation of this area. (©Trafikverket: Kulturmiljöutredning- Vägplan för Ekerövägen väg 261 Tappström - Nockeby, p. 23 / Michael Kloos)
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3.10 mAnAgement And proteCtion
3.10.1     legal protectIoN
3.10.1.1 world herItage property 

Fig.3.20: Designated protected areas. (Source: HIA Phase 1. p 19) 

the world heritage property and its proposed buffer zone on the island of lovö has multiple 
levels of designations and national legal protection. 

Since 1935 drottningholm has the status as State owned listed site (Statligt Byggnadsminne, 
SBm) which includes the world heritage property. this is the most important Swedish legisla-
tion protecting the buildings and gardens of the world heritage property. 

the Swedish National heritage Board (riksantikvarieämbetet), the county administrative 
Board of Stockholm (länsstyrelsen Stockholms län) and ekerö municipality are the national, 
regional and local authorities responsible for granting permits according to legal instruments 
for the protection and management of the world heritage property. the National property 
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Board (Statens fastighetsverk) is responsible for the conservation and management of State 
owned listed sites. accordingly, the Swedish National heritage Board is responsible for the su-
pervision of State owned listed sites.   

the State owned listed site regulations (rev. 2014-11-10) include, among other issues, restric-
tions about changes in the topography, vegetative structure, dams, road systems, tree ave-
nues, tree lines and tree groups. the regulations concerning landscape and garden design, for 
example the baroque terrace and designed gardens must not be changed. visual connections 
and sightlines, for example between relation between the different gardens and visual connec-
tions in the Ideal landscape garden, must not be obstructed. additional elements as signs and 
lighting must not be placed within the area. 

3.10.1.2 propoSed Buffer zoNe 
the whole area of the proposed buffer zone on the island of lovö is designated as nature re-
serve. the county administration of Stockholm is the controlling authority according to regula-
tions in the environmental code. however, the Stockholm Bypass and the remodelling of ekerö 
road will not be impeded by the decision. In addition to protecting the area against future ex-
ploitation, the aim of the nature reserve is to preserve and develop natural values, recreational 
values and cultural heritage.

the main conditions for the nature reserve are:
•	 the farming of the land and forests is at the heart of the landscape and its
 values today.
•	 the historical layers that are clearly visible today are of a high educational
 value.
•	 the boundaries between cultivated land and forest land are historically
 significant.
•	 Intervention in the landscape must be designed to ensure the least possible
 change both functionally and visually.

the proposed proposed buffer zone is also designated as an area of National interest for cultur-
al heritage (riksintresse för kulturmiljövården). In an area of national interest, the value must 
not be significantly damaged and should be given priority in planning on local and regional 
level. the county administrative Board is supervising authority for areas of national interest.

•	 the justification for the area of national interest is related to the drottningholm
 royal palace reflecting the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and the
 areas of lovö and lindö influenced by the royal land holdings and proximity
 to the palace.  
•	 agricultural landscape that has been continuously farmed and inhabited
 since the Bronze age.
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3.10.2   world herItage maNagemeNt plaN
 
the drottningholm palace administration is the manage-
ment authority for the world heritage property. the mem-
bers of the drottningholm world heritage council are the 
National property Board, drottningholm palace theatre 
museum foundation, the royal collections and the palace 
architect.   

the drottningholm world heritage management plan (2007-
2012) has a vision until 2035 and long term goals for the prop-
erty. four focus areas; protection, maintenance and environ-
mental issues, use and appreciation and management and 
direction have specific guidelines and measures. 
 

Fig.3.21: Management Plan of the 
World Heritage property.

the relation between hIa and management objectives were assessed in the hIa phase 1 as 
follows:

guIdelINe maNagemeNt plaN 2007-2012 ISSue

1
Borders and proposed buffer zone shall be monitored in or-
der to ensure that the universal values of the area are prop-
erly protected

-  permanent impact on historic landscape structure in the 
proposed buffer zone, possible cumulative impacts on lan-
duse continuity
-  direct visual and noise impacts on wh property
impacts on perception of approach and cultural apprecia-
tion of wh property

2
all main actors at the wh site shall make a risk assessment 
and maintain suitable guidelines for responding to these 
risks

–  road access

3
the unique unity that exists in both exteriors and interiors at 
the world heritage site should be covered by a unified view 
on maintenance and restoration, which facilitates manage-
ment and care in the long term and in the day-to-day work

–  environmental impacts due to traffic

4
care, preservation and restoration of the gardens and parks 
at the world heritage site should be governed by a unified 
view to facilitate the management and care in the long term 
as well as in day-to-day work

-  environmental impacts due to traffic
- visual and functional impacts due to road construction 
and traffic
-  future restoration of parks and rehabilitation of their integrity

5
cultural tourism and visitor operations at the world herit-
age site shall be used to emphasize the development of 
good finances, provided this does not have any negative ef-
fects on the integrity and universal values of the world her-
itage site

-  visitor access and management
-  cultural tourism development including the royal domain and 
cultural landscape of lovö as a cultural resource
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6
accessibility to and within the world heritage site should 
be improved

-  visitor access , adapted parking facilities
-  cultural appreciation of historic approach by land and sea

7
facilities and information for visitors to the world heritage 
site shall be developed at all levels to meet their expecta-
tions and to enhance the experience and understanding of 
the universal value and status of drottningholm as a world 
heritage site

-  cultural appreciation of historic ap- proach by land and sea
-  development of cultural tourism in the whole royal domain 
and in the cultural landscape of lovö

8
all efforts shall be made to improve understanding of how 
the world heritage concept was created, developed and 
now used. the educational activities should be developed 
and be based on the principles of life-long learning

-  legibility of the historic environment
-  understanding of the cultural context of the whole royal 
domain
-  future scientific research
-  educational activities
-  understanding of world heritage concepts of continuity 
and use

Tab. 3.4: Relations between World Heritage management objectives and HIA 1 (source: HIA 1)

a comprehensive maintenance plan (vårdprogram – mark) for the drottningholm State owned 
listed site is currently being finalized and it has been used in the hIa as assessment baseline.  

Fig. 3.22: The management areas 
of the maintenance plan for the 
Drottningholm state owned listed 
site. (© Statens Fastighetsverk - 
Vårdprogram)

1 Baroque garden

2 entrance area

3 rococo park at chinese 
pavilion

4 canton

5 english park, North

6 english park, South 
with royal demesne

7 malmen

8 royal demesne

9 park outward area and 
agricultural landscape
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3.11  otHer designAtions
 3.11.1   Nature conservation 
Natura 2000 is an eu effort to preserve biodiversity in europe. two Natura 2000 sites are located 
adjacent to the area of the road plans – one in kärsö and one in the south of lovö (edeby oak 
pasture). Natura 2000 is regulated by the Swedish environmental code by way of both provisions 
regarding the protection of the sites and provisions regarding national interests. canton and mal-
men tree line avenues are also protected as habitat protection areas. the whole of lake mälaren 
and its islands and shorelines comprise an area of national interest under the Swedish environ-
mental code. within this area the interventions that cause significant harm to the area’s natural 
values and cultural heritage must not be carried out. tourism and outdoor life, particularly that 
which is movement-based, must also be taken into account.
 
3.11.2   ekerö muNIcIpalIty
the general plan (översiktsplan) for the ekerö municipality 2005 states that the area of national 
interest and the most important natural and cultural environments on lovö should be protected. 
a new general plan for 2015 – 2030 with a vision for 2050 is being prepared. the municipality’s 
cultural environment programme from 1988 recognises that drottningholm highlights important 
parts of the municipality’s history. the conservation of the urban area of malmen, adjacent to the 
world heritage property, is regulated by the master plan of ekerö municipality.  

3.12 ConClusion: outstAnding uniVersAl VAlue, proteCtion And Current defiCits of tHe world HeritAge  
 property 

the world heritage property ‘royal domain of drottningholm’ encompasses a unique whole of a 
royal estate with the drottningholm palace, the palace theatre, the chinese pavilion, canton vil-
lage, the gardens and part of malmen. visual connections and interlinkages with the surrounding 
agricultural landscape have been a key design concept in the historic development of drottning-
holm palace and gardens and form therefore an important part of the outstanding universal 
value of the property. consequently, it is essential to preserve not only the world heritage prop-
erty’s area enclosed by ekerö road, but also its context and setting on lovö island, because this 
relationship is a vital element for the understanding and the function of the whole royal domain.

at present, the world heritage property is protected by both the Swedish legislation and its status 
as world heritage property. Besides that, a buffer zone has been proposed. additionally, a man-
agement plan which includes a vision for the coming thirty years with regard to the sustainable 
development of the world heritage property has been outlined between 2007 and 2012. 

however, the overview provided in chapter 3 shows that the world heritage property currently 
shows deficits in terms of its spatial quality. this is particularly true for the transition areas be-
tween the world heritage property and ekerö road. especially the entrance area at malmen, the 
area of karusellplan and its surroundings and canton village, where the property is connected via 
the two valuable tree line avenues lovö kyrkallé and Skolallén to the its surroundings on lovö 
Island, show shortcomings at present. 

these deficits are on the one hand related to ekerö road which forms a spatial barrier in the world 
heritage property since several decennias. But on the other hand, they are also related to short-
comings in the traffic and visitor’s management of the world heritage property. especially canton 
appears currently as the ‘backside’ of the world heritage area, despite this valuable part of the 
property has the potential to be developed into a ‘second entrance’ to the world heritage prop-
erty which connects the property and lovö Island.
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4  DESCRIPTIon of THE CHAngES – SToCkHolm ByPASS AnD REmoDEllIng of THE EkERö RoAD

this chapter provides a brief description of the projects with regard to the questions assessed 
in the hIa. all project documentation can be downloaded on the Swedish transport adminis-
tration’s website (www.trafikverket.se). 

the plan for the Stockholm Bypass has legal binding. the construction started in 2015 and will 
be completed in 2026. the parts of Stockholm Bypass concerning ekerö road, including the 
junctions, will start in 2017. construction time is estimated for 3 years until 2020-2021. the 
estimated costs for Stockholm Bypass are 3.1 billion €. 

In the ekerö road section through the world heritage property the construction can start when 
the plan for ekerö road has legal binding which is estimated for spring 2018. 

4.1 need for CHAnge 
the regional development plan for Stockholm (until 2035) forecasts a continuing increase in 
population growth. demand for housing in Stockholm and the surrounding municipalities, in-
cluding ekerö, will continue to grow. the population of ekerö municipality is expected to grow 
with 20 % until 2030 according to the municipality’s general plan. the municipality of ekerö on 
the islands in the lake mälaren has at present one permanent road connection to the mainland 
and to Stockholm which is the ekerö road No 261 through the world heritage property ‘royal 
domain of drottningholm’ and its proposed buffer zone. the ekerö road widening aims at im-
proving the overall traffic situation and public transport between ekerö municipality and Stock-
holm. By 2035 traffic is expected to increase with 22%, from today’s 23.000 vehicles to 28.000 
vehicles per weekday through the world heritage property. the traffic was 16.900 vehicles per 
weekday in 1991, when royal domain of drottningholm was inscribed on the world heritage 
list. 

the ekerö road project is not part of but closely linked to the e 4 Stockholm Bypass project 
which is a new 21 km long north-south motorway link west of Stockholm, of which 18 km as a 
tunnel. the section through lovö will be constructed completely as a tunnel with two openings 
in the proposed buffer zone of the world heritage property. these junctions will connect the 
motorway with ekerö road. they will be located about 0,9 and 2.1 km southwest of the world 
heritage property’s boundary in the proposed buffer zone (please compare fig. 4.1 and 4.2).

the Stockholm Bypass will provide the ekerö municipality with two new permanent road con-
nections and increased accessibility to the mainland, which in turn will facilitate the housing and 
business growth in the region. the new connections to the mainland are estimated to change 
the traffic mobility pattern and the increase in traffic growth on lovö following the expansion of 
ekerö municipality will be around 25 %. If measures are taken to prevent evasive traffic through 
the world heritage property, the road plan with improved public transport and cycle lanes gives 
an opportunity to limit traffic going through the drottningholm world heritage property.   

as described in chapter 1.3, a decision by Swedish transport administration (trafikverket) to 
establish a control and monitoring program has been taken in 2016-10-10. It states that monitor-
ing will be done continuously on ekerö road and results will be reported annually to the parties 
of the agreement. a threshold of 27.000 veh./weekday in phase 1 when the ekerö road widening 
has been completed and 23.000 veh./weekday when the Stockholm Bypass is opened has been 
defined. If these threshold values are exceeded, Swedish transport administration will convene 
the parties for the development of an action plan.
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4.2 stoCkHolm bypAss roAd design
as mentioned before, for considerations of natural and cultural heritage of natural and cultural 
heritage 18 km of the 21 km long Stockholm Bypass will be built in tunnel under the whole lovö 
island. two junctions are planned to connect the motorway with the currently existing ekerö 
road. these junctions will be located near the world heritage property boundary (at a distance 
of 0.9 and 2.1 km respectively) in the proposed buffer zone / natural heritage reserve.  

Fig. 4.1 a, b: Left: View from the World Heritage property towards Bypass Stockholm. The junctions between Ekerö Road and Stockholm Bypass will not be visible from 
the World Heritage property. Right: The visualization shows a vista from the planned junction towards the World Heritage property (©Swedish Transport Administration).

ekerö road between the roundabouts will be widened from 3 to 4 lanes, it will be slightly 
moved aside and will, partly, be placed deeper than today. It will be widened also towards 
ekerö and therefore there will be a new small tunnel beside the present lindö tunnel.

during the planning process there were several alternatives for the location and design of the 
junctions. In the decision for permission (tillåtlighetsbeslut) in 2009 (see hIa1, p.9) the govern-
ment clearly pointed out the importance to show the greatest respect to the high values of 
nature and culture in the area, and avoid any threats to the ouv of the world heritage property 
‘royal domain of drottningholm’. It was also stated that the further planning should be done 
after consultation with the different stakeholders, such as for example ekerö municipality, the 
Swedish National heritage Board (riksantikvarieämbetet), and the National property Board 
Sweden (Statens fastighetsverk). 

the alternative that was finally chosen, in 2011, was not the first choice of the cultural heritage 
point of view by National heritage Board and National property Board who advocated for the 
alternative further south from the world heritage property on the island lindö. this alternative 
was considered to have longer tunnels and therefore more excavation of the rock, with higher 
costs and larger environmental impact. this alternative was not be accepted by the ekerö mu-
nicipality, because it would counteract the development of the community and difficult the 
access to outdoor life. the difference between the alternatives regarding traffic amount was 
negligible. 

as there was no possibility to reach consensus, due to conflicting interests, the Swedish traffic 
administration finally made a decision, connected with an agreement with the stakeholders. 
the purpose was to ensure the respect to the natural and cultural values, and still achieve the 
objectives with the project. (see chapter 1.3 and hIa1, chapter 1.4)
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Fig. 4.2 a, b: Visualizations of planned widened Ekerö Road and planned junction with Stockholm Bypass (© Swedish Transport Administration)

 
In the proposed buffer zone / natural reserve four ventilation stations will be built. to limit the 
visibility of the ventilation buildings with a height of ca 10 m they are planned to be  located 
in forested areas. Since hIa phase 1 was compiled in 2012, the existing plans of the junctions 
and necessary technical buildings have been further elaborated and modified so. (detailed in-
formation about these measures is provided in the document “Fördjupat gestaltningsprogram 
Förbifart Stockholm,2014-12-05”).

Fig. 4.3 a, b, c: Location of planned ventilation shafts for 
Stockholm Bypass (top) and sketch of planned ventilation 
shafts (bottom). (© Swedish Transport Administration, Förd-
jupat gestaltningsprogram Förbifart Stockholm,2014-12-05)
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4.3 ekerö roAd  
4.3.1   proJect oBJectIveS
Since ekerö road is currently the only access from ekerö to the mainland, the remodelling of 
ekerö road aims at improving the traffic situation between ekerö municipality and Stockholm. 
the aim is  at present to make public transport more competitive by faster, more reliable and 
more effective bus connections without a major widening the road itself. one new traffic lane 
will be added to use for public transport during the peak period to enable a faster public trans-
port service.

the road plan includes:
•	 construction of an additional traffic lane for public transport 
•	 cycle path 
•	 widening of the drottningholm bridge 

according to the Swedish transport administration’s new planning process, this road plan of-
fers no alternative corridors since the plan refers to the remodelling of an existing road.

the entire stretch of the road plan comprises an overall extension of the road envelope of 
74.000 m2, which will have an adverse effect on cultural heritage. the project design aims at 
minimising this impact by careful design of the road and junctions.

the project objectives are based on the overall transport policy functionality and considera-
tion objectives.    

functionality objectives – availability:
•	 accessibility for vehicle traffic including buses and bicycles must be improved. 
•	 the share of public transport must increase.

consideration objectives – health, safety and the environment:
•	 the proposed buffer zone of the world heritage property and the natural values and cultural 

heritage of the areas of national interest are to be preserved, cared for and developed.
•	 traffic safety must be improved.  

when taking into account predicted traffic growth, in 2035 journeys with public transport will 
be up to 20 minutes faster when compared to a situation with no remodelling. Bus services 
are expected to be more competitive even outside of peak hours by having access to more 
lanes. however, the bus lanes are not regulated by the road plan but by local traffic regulations. 
Improvements for car traffic will not be as pronounced as for bus traffic but the travel time of 
12-13 min in the afternoons today is not expected to increase compared to the remodelling of 
the ekerö road.  

 

4.3.2   road deSIgN 
the design of ekerö road and of the connections to the Stockholm Bypass has been made in 
consultation with the Swedish transport administration, the municipality of ekerö, the Nation-
al property Board of Sweden and the Swedish National heritage Board. this is in accordance 
with the agreement concluded by the parties in 2011 after extensive consultation. 
 
a detailed design proposal for the section through world heritage property includes the design 
of lighting, signposting, other street furniture, surface materials and ground and vegetation. 
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No separate underpasses for pedestrians and cyclists are proposed for consideration of the 
cultural environment (trafikverket: MEMO: ROAD ARCHITECTURE – AN ENHANCED DESIGN PRO-
GRAMME. Road 261 (Ekerövägen) through Drottningholm, Stockholm 2015).

4.3.2.1 SectIoN through propoSed Buffer zoNe  
the section from edeby to canton village connects to the work plan for the Stockholm Bypass. 
the existing cycle paths on either side of the road are planned to be replaced by a new path 
which combines these cycle lanes on the south side of the road. hence, the ekerö road plan 
includes a new four-metre-wide pedestrian and cycle path on the south/east side. this solution 
was chosen to eliminate the need for a cycle bridge at edeby. a three-metre-wide grass divi-
sion strip will be located between the pedestrian and cycle path and the road. the road width 
through the proposed buffer zone is widened to a total road area of 32,5 m. 

Fig. 4.4a, b: Visualization and section of planned widened Ekerö Road in the proposed buffer zone of the World Heritage property. (© Swedish Transport Administration). 
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4.3.2.2 SectIoN through the world herItage property  
In general, the traffic speed is planned to be lowered by 10 km/h in the world heritage prop-
erty. the ekerö road section from edeby junction in the proposed buffer zone to vilan within 
the world heritage property will be lowered with 10 km/h from 70 km/h to 60 kmh. at vilan the 
speed limit will be lowered from 50 to 40 km over the drottningholm bridge.

Fig. 4.5: Speed limits on Ekerö Road between Edeby and Drottningholm Bridge (© Swedish Transport Administration) 

the section on lovö up to vilan within the world heritage property (see fig. 4.5) is planned 
to have regular-width lanes of 3.5 metres, the same as today. the section from canton - vilan 
through the world heritage is planned to have narrower lanes of 3,25. In the most sensitive 
area of drottningholm, the road width is around 17 metres, which is narrower than the vilan-
hemmet section, where the width is 19.8 metres. 
 
after the opening of the Stockholm Bypass, canton is expected to become a more important 
entrance to the world heritage property. the nearby drottningholm school with around 60 pu-
pils use the bus stops at the canton intersection. the intersection will still be regulated by 
traffic lights, and the westbound bus stop will be relocated beyond the intersection. the pe-
destrian crossing will be retained in its current position. the new 3.5-metre-wide pedestrian 
and cycle path, which will replace the existing cycle paths on either side of the road, will be 
laid on the south/east side of the road, with a three-metrewide grassed dividing strip. the new 
pedestrian and cycle path is 0,5 m narrower than normally foreseen according to the Swedish 
traffic legislation.

current speed

proposed speed
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Fig. 4.6 a, b: Existing situation of intersection between Ekerö Road and Lovö Kyrkallé and planned design of the intersection of Ekerö Road with Lovö Kyrkallé and 
Skolallén at Canton (© Michael Kloos / Swedish Transport Administration)

due to the current deficits in this area (please compare 3.8), the National property Board has 
developed a new proposal for the canton area during the hIa process. the investigation shows 
that the canton area was formed in the first place in the 1700s and the western part of the pal-
ace area was integrated with the english park. the ekerö road obtained its current alignment 
in the 1930s and has gradually been widened since then. as a result, the two tree line avenues 
lovö kyrkallé and Skolallén have been increasingly disrupted in functional and visual terms.

Since the intersecting tree line avenues together with gothic tower are the architectural motifs 
that have the greatest cultural significance for the area, the National property Board plans to 
strengthen lovö kyrkallé and Skolallén so as to reduce the negative impact of the ekerö road. 
measures in the area of State owned protected area will be carried out in conjunction with road 
construction works.

In detail, it the following measures are planned:

•	 1. lovö kyrkallé closest to ekerö road will be cleared of stones and roadside straightened up. 
lovö kyrkallé will be extended until ekerö road and connected to the bicycle path.

•	 2. the trees in the lovö kyrkallé will pruned so that the line of sight is intact.
•	 3. lovö kyrkallé will be supplemented with trees on both sides of the ekerö road
•	 4. the intersection between lovö kyrkallé and Skolallén will be reduced so that the break-

point will be clarified.
•	 5. Skolallén will be supplemented with avenue trees.
•	 6. Shrubbery adjacent to the tree line avenues will be cleared away.
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Fig. 4.7a, b: Planned situation of Lovö Kyrkallé (top) and National Property Board‘s new design for the Canton area (bottom). (© Swedish Transport Admimistration 
/ National Property Board).
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4.3.2.3 karuSellplaN
karusellplan was a place for festivities in the drottningholm palace ensemble. It is currently 
used as a park-and-ride facility for commuters from ekerö to Stockholm, with a capacity of 250-
300 cars and free parking. currently (october 2016) a new parking plan with restrictions (fees 
and time) for commuter parking is been developed together with the National property Board 
which is responsible for the parking regulations in drottningholm.  

Fig. 4.8: Design of junction between Karusellplan and Ekerö Road (© Swedish Transport Administration)

4.3.2.4 malmeN aNd drottNINgholm palace eNtraNce area
at malmen, the existing pedestrian and cycle path area will be requisitioned for the remodel-
ling of the traffic lanes, whilst the new pedestrian and cycle path will be laid on the south/east 
side of the road with kerbstones and a grass strip of variable width to separate it from the road. 
like in the section between edeby and hemmet, the new cycle path will be 3.5 m wide which is 
smaller than normal regional cycle paths in Sweden. two connecting roads from malmen will 
be closed to improve traffic safety and the flow of traffic past drottningholm. the approach 
road which remains constitutes a part of the historic road structure. lane widths will be 3.25 
metres and the design speed limit is 40 km/h. the total road surface will be the same as today.

due to the current deficits in terms of function and spatial quality in the entrance area of the 
world heritage property (please compare 3.9), the National property Board and the Swedish 
transport authority have developed a new design proposal during the hIa process. the start-
ing point for this development was when the road plan was presented to the National property 
Board in spring 2016 it showed that the remodelling of the road at the eastern entrance area 
would mean that at least four major trees nearest to the road would be cut down. hence, the 
area would have been exposed to the road without protective vegetation. another effect would 
have been that the newsagent kiosk would have become even more visible from the road and 
for visitors to drottningholm. 

the changes that the investigation and the subsequent dialogue between National property 
Board and Swedish transport administration have resulted in is that the road plan has been 
modified and a vision for the eastern entrance area has been established. the plans have been 
agreed on by National property Board, drottningholm palace administration, National herit-
age Board and Swedish transport administration.
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In detail, the proposal includes the following measures:

•	 1. pressbyrå kiosk is planned to be removed.
•	 2. the old country road stretching between the palace Stables and malmen will be restored. 

the road is lined with avenue trees, tentatively lime trees.
•	 3. the lime tree avenue leading into the theatre parking lot will be supplemented and com-

pleted until ekerö road. where the two avenues meet a small star place will be designed . 
•	 4. kvarnbacken on the other side of the ekerö road will be supplemented with avenue trees 

in order to tie together both sides of the road.
•	 5. paving in the palace area shall generally be gravel. asphalt coating on the avenue at the 

waterfront quay will be taken away and replaced by gravel.
•	 6. a larger gravel place adjacent to the steamboat quay will be established. New walkways to 

karamellan and bus stop from the boat quay will be arranged.
•	 7. theatre car park will regain its original geometry by the removal of today’s smaller lawns 

closest to the road. the sidewalk on the way to the parking lot will be removed.

Fig. 4.9:  National Property Board‘s  new design of the Eastern entrance area. (© National Property Board)
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4.3.2.5 drottNINgholm BrIdge   
the drottningholm bridge will be widened with 0,5 meters on each side. on the southern side 
of the bridge the lighting will be in the bridge rail in order to keep the views towards drottning-
holm palace and minimize the impact of the bridge. 

Fig. 4.10a, b: Ekerö Road / Drottningholm Bridge. Current and planned situation (© Swedish Transport Administration)

4.3.3     eNvIroNmeNtal maNagemeNt
4.3.3.1  NoISe aNd vIBratIoN
without any protective measures, noise levels will increase by between 1-6 dB (a) at current 
levels along the entire ekerö road by 2035 due to changes in traffic rates. however, through the 
world heritage property, noise levels will decrease as a result of speed limit reductions of 10 
km/h compared with current speed limits.

Fig. 4.11 a, b: Noise and vibration: 0-alternative and planned situation (© Swedish Transport Administration / WSP)

the Swedish transport administration has the responsibility to ensure that noise levels gener-
ated by the traffic from national roads are kept to an acceptable level in the indoor environ-
ment in residential buildings. If noise reduction is needed, an offer is made to building owner 
for noise reduction measures. Suitable noise reduction regarding the cultural heritage value of 
the building is chosen in cooperation with the National property Board. however, the owner 
can reject the offer. the noise reduction works are expected to be finished before the road work 
begins. 
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a noise and vibration monitoring programme for the State owned listed site will be established 
both during construction works and after completion. measures for noise reduction include 
restoration of an existing noise wall in canton and options for indoor noise reduction. meas-
ures within State listed Buildings must be authorized and carried out under expert supervi-
sion. for buildings which are not State listed Buildings records must be retrieved from each 
property owner and/or through inspection. eventual measures shall be adjusted to the build-
ing’s cultural-historical value. even for these buildings the window measures for traffic noise 
protection may only be done on the inside, mostly by reversible additional window glass. the 
residential buildings to be investigated have been chosen from the noise pollution calculation 
made when the sound levels at the façade exceeds the threshold level. the measures chosen 
and drawings have to be approved by the Swedish National heritage board according to regu-
lations. 

4.3.3.2 rISk aSSeSSmeNt for INdIvIdual BuIldINgS
a risk monitoring programme is established concerning the risks during construction period. 
the risk zone is 150 m around the construction area. 

Fig. 4.12: Risk Analysis of buildings ; Risk Management Programme (© Swedish Transport Administration)

4.3.3.3 road Surface water maNagemeNt 
the ekerö road runs along the Ideal landscape garden ponds which are today in a very vul-
nerable condition. Investigations of the dams conducted by Swedish transport administration 
shows that the main problem regarding the water quality in the dams originate from surface 
water from the surrounding farm land and water that is lead from the nearby golf course .

to improve this situation, Swedish transport administration has designed the water manage-
ment through open ditches where the water will be purified through sedimentation before 
it reaches the dams. the new water management design will lead to a lower contribution of 
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nutrient originating from the remodelled road than the levels of the existing road. a control 
programme for measuring contamination levels in the dams during construction and 2 years 
after will be initiated. 

4.4 enVironmentAl impACt Assessments for stoCkHolm bypAss And ekerö roAd
environmental Impact assessments (eIas) have been approved for both projects according to 
Swedish legislation. on two occasions (2010 and 2012), the county administrative Board, who 
adopts the eIa’s, decided that the Stockholm Bypass project is likely to have a significant im-
pact on the environment. In both decisions, the county administrative Board noted that the 
Stockholm Bypass with adjoining ekerö road affects an area with many prominent conserva-
tion interests, such as areas of national interest for nature and cultural heritage such as the 
drottningholm National/world heritage property.  
 
 4.4.1   eNvIroNmeNtal Impact aSSeSSmeNtS for Stockholm BypaSS aNd ekerö road
the following summary tables are compiled and translated from the environmental Impact as-
sessments for the purpose of this hIa. the assessment definitions and grading are translated 
according to the eIa in question. please note that the eIa’s are made considering the project 
status at the time of the eIa and do not fully reflect the current project situation.
 
4.4.1.1 eIa Stockholm BypaSS
the eIa on Stockholm Bypass lead to the following findings:

Tab. 4.1: Summary of findings of the EIA for Stockholm Bypass. (source: EIA 2010 / 2012)

 

4.4.1.2 eIa ekerö road (road 261)
In 2014-11-13, the eIa was approved by the county administrative Board of Stockholm 
In summary, the following proposals for further action were made:

•	 road traffic load is the single most significant factor for the negative the impact on the cul-
tural environment of the world heritage, for the national historical building.

•	 and in the national interest area. 
•	 a limitation of traffic using e.g. road tolls should be considered in the future when Bypass 

Stockholm has been opened.

issue impact Assessment grading in eiA 

reduction of traffic potential reduction of traffic through 
drottningholm.

positive

cumulative impacts on the landscape; 
natural geographic structure, scale and 
adaptability in terms of location, vol-
ume and movement in the landscape.

Impact of tunnel openings, widening of 
the road and ventilation towers. 
roundabout at edeby intrudes on one 
of the historic farms.
physical and perceived barrier effect 
and broken historical connections.
audible and visual disturbances. 

moderate negative
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Fig.4.13: Map showing the areas assessed in the EIA for Ekerö Road. (© Trafkikverket: Miljökonsekvensbeskrivning för 
vägplan. Väg 261 Ekerövägen, Tappström-Nockeby, 2014-06-10 rev 2014-10-30)

In keywords, the eIa assessment on ekerö road lead to the following conclusions: 

issue / Area impact Assessment grading
in eiA ( if assessed)

landscape widening of the road means a more 
marked road  on lindö and lovö.
Between edeby and canton visual 
connections and sightlines in the 
open agricultural landscape and views 
towards drottningholm  will be affected 
in a more tangible way.

moderate negative impact compared to 
the current situation

 landscape of drottningholm a number of measures in the design of 
the road leads to improvements. 
the overall asphalt surface and land for 
pedestrian and bicycle path will not be 
wider than the current road area on the 
main part of the road. however, surface 
to be used by car and public transport 
is increasing and  greater future traffic 
will make road more dominant than 
today.

 Small to moderate negative impact   

overall landscape the significant increase in traffic which 
will enhance the road’s negative impact 
on the landscape is as large both in zero 
alternative and ekerö road project.
In ekerö road project road is  more 
tangible.

 moderate negative  impact  
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issue / Area impact Assessment grading
in eiA ( if assessed)

cultural environment:
edeby – canton in the proposed buffer 
zone

Between edeby and canton the widen-
ing of the road will add to the road’s 
dominance in the historic farmland 
with an exceptional long continuity
prehistoric settlement at rinkeby will 
possibly be removed. 
visual sightlines in the open agricul-
tural landscape and view to drottning-
holm will be affected.

moderate negative impact

canton village the present negative visual impact is 
strengthened by the new road widening
the intersecting tree line avenues are 
further fragmented    
eIa proposes mitigation by lowering 
speed at canton for reduction noise 
and noise protection measures and for 
reviewing the traffic solution

Small to moderate negative impact
 (provided that new avenue trees are 
planted) 

through world heritage more negative consequences due to 
added encroachment in historically 
valuable environment
ekerö road will be emphasized despite 
narrower lanes, the ability to read the 
historical landscape is obstructed, 
increase of visual and physical barrier 
between the english park with royal 
palace and palace theatre and mal-
men.   positive road design improve-
ments include smaller encroachment 
in parkland, remodelling of existing 
slopes, speed reduction with 1-4 db 
lower noise levels.

moderate negative  impact 

Natural environment consideration to the area’s natural 
values limit the loss of natural environ-
mental values.
 largest negative impact is on biotope 
protected and other important trees. 
during construction loss of smaller 
habitats and slightly increased barrier 
effect. compared to 0-option, the nega-
tive consequences become larger.
No impact on Natura 2000 areas
No impact on national interest mälaren 
including islands and shore areas.

Small negative impact

accessibility and recreation  Both positive and negative conse-
quences for cyclists and pedestrians. 
Noise reduction positive for recreation-
al values. despite improvement noise 
levels near ekerö road is still disturbing 
and impair recreational experience. 

positive and negative impacts
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Tab. 4.2: Summary of findings of EIA on Ekerö Road 261 (201) and key impacts regarding World Heritage (Ref. Miljökonsekvensbeskrivning för Vägplan, Väg 261 Ekerö-
vägen, Tappström- Nockeby, Granskningshandling. 2014-10-30. www.trafikverket.se)

4.4.2    StatemeNtS durINg coNSultatIoN proceSS of ekerö road plaN
 
4.4.2.1 chaNgeS to the drottNINgholm State protected area approved By the Swed-
ISh NatIoNal  herItage Board 2015-10
In the review of the ekerö road plan (2015-01-19) the National heritage Board highlights 
that considerable improvements regarding spatial interrelations and noise are not achieved 
although improvements are made due to lower speed limits. the improved traffic situation 
through the world heritage property after the opening of the Stockholm Bypass still needs to 
be investigated. the whole of world heritage property should have the same very low traffic 
speed limitation. 

Several of the comments of the National heritage Board have been taken into consideration 
in further road planning process, e.g. the tree planting, surface water management, entrance 
area at malmen, monitoring program for individual buildings concerning vibration and noise 
and ground water levels. 

county administrative Board of Stockholm (2016-02-05) approved the ekerö road plan accord-
ing to the environmental Impact assessment. the county makes an assessment about area of 
national interest, but has no mandate to make an assessment of the world heritage property. 

issue / Area impact Assessment grading
in eiA ( if assessed)

Noise and vibrations ekerö road causes today high noise 
levels. 
planned noise barriers are not feasible 
in canton and drottningholm. 
as a whole, in 2035 the noise situation 
will be as today or improved.

Neutral or improved (slight positive) 
impact
 

Surface water current levels exceed guideline limits 
between canton and drottningholm
ditches/ponds. 

risk and security transport of dangerous goods causes 
a risk for buildings within 25 m from 
the road, in malmen and the stables at 
drottningholm palace. Nearest build-
ings in canton village have a high risk 
level today but they will be removed 
from the risk zone. 

 

climate Share of public transport is expected to 
increase. the increased traffic volume 
will result in larger carbon dioxide 
emissions.
they will be somewhat lower after the 
road development project and its con-
struction, operation and maintenance 
in comparison to the 0- option. 

environmental impact during construc-
tion ( 3 years) 

Noise pollution, vibrations and limita-
tions of accessibility and availability.

Small to large negative consequences
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4.4.2.2 the NatIoNal property Board (2016-03-14)
maintains the comments made in review (granskningsutlåtande 2014-12-19 Sfv dnr 234-
1640/09.). among them: 
•	 the National property Board highlights the importance of low traffic speed on the whole 

stretch of ekerö road over lovö island in order to reduce noise and the barrier effect of the 
road.  

•	 the same low speed limit should be within the whole world heritage property; from canton 
Street / lovö church avenue and drottningholm bridge. 

•	 the barrier effect of the ekerö road concerning agricultural use will increase due to widening 
of the road from 11,50 m to 16,00 m and increased traffic volume.  

4.4.2.3 ekerö muNIcIpalIty (2014-11-28 rev 2014-12-18)
reports objections on the following issues related to world heritage:

•	 Need to include the traffic situation between Nockeby and Brommaplan (Stockholm).
•	 material transports during construction period (6-8 years) should be by sea only in order to 

avoid heavy vehicles on ekerö road.
•	 a ferry commuter connection between ekerö centrum and Stockholm city to compensate 

limited accessibility during construction and to reduce the traffic load.
•	 underpasses for pedestrians and cycle traffic in canton and dukes’ stall. 
•	 roundabouts at canton village and rörbyvägen are suggested. 

4.4.2.4 NoN goverNmeNtal orgaNISatIoNS:  LOVö LOCAL HERITAGE ASSOCIATION, FRIENDS 
OF DROTTNINGHOLM PALACE PARK aNd ICOMOS SWEDEN
during the assessment process of this hIa phase 2, the authors of this report were contacted 
by representatives of The Lovö Local Heritage Association (lovö hembygdsförening), Friends of 
Drottningholm Palace Park (drottningholmsparkens vänner) and the former president of Ico-
moS Sweden responsible for its statements and activities during consultation period 2010 to 
2013. the representatives of the Ngos expressed their concerns about the irreparable damage 
to the world heritage property caused by the planned Stockholm Bypass and the planned re-
modelling of the ekerö road. the documents related to these concerns between 2008 - 2010 
can be found on www.icomos.se webpage (http://www.icomos.se/wp-content/uploads). fur-
thermore, IcomoS International has been informed and 2013-07-16 a heritage alert proposal 
was submitted.

In order to give a full overview about the various positions of stakeholders with regard to the 
two planned Stockholm Bypass, the planned remodelling of ekerö road and the two planned 
junctions connecting these projects, the key points of the statements presented to the authors 
are summarised in this section.

•	 according to a summary by kerstin westerlund Bjurström (former president of IcomoS Swe-
den) the location of the Stockholm Bypass in a tunnel under the lovö Island has been ac-
cepted. the reason for this is the regional and national importance and lack of effective and 
acceptable alternatives. 

•	 contrary to the location of the Bypass, the junctions and the remodelling of the ekerö road 
are only seen as an element of local importance which should not be considered more im-
portant than a site by Swedish law designated as a “national interest” and by the convention 
as a world heritage. this results in the opinion that an alternative location of the planned 
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junctions between the Bypass and ekerö road, which is further away from the world herit-
age property on lindö but nearer to the centre of ekerö where most people live, would be 
technically and economically feasible. Besides that, it would be more reasonable in func-
tional terms because such a solution would make it less convenient to take the road over 
lovö and via the world heritage property to Stockholm instead of using the tunnel bypass. 

•	 a compromise solution would be to move only the junction nearest the drottningholm pal-
ace and park (0,9 km from world heritage property) to lindö to decrease the impact onthe 
park and the open agricultural landscape. furthermore, critique is voiced because this junc-
tion is planned to be situated near edeby which is a settlement dating from younger Iron 
age and due to the harm of the hilly landscape. But the main reason to refuse this solution is 
considered by IcomoS Sweden the development potential of lindö.

•	 It is further stated that the planned widening of ekerö road from three to four lanes will be 
intrusive in the world heritage property. moreover, it is criticised that it can never be guaran-
teed that a broader road will not be used to its maximum in the future. hence, the widening 
is considered as unacceptable and useless in a longer perspective. consequently, it is stated 
that any measures increasing the flow of traffic through the world heritage property must 
be only temporary and removed as soon as the Stockholm Bypass is operational (scheduled 
for 2026). 

•	 In a letter to IcomoS International (2012-04-09) IcomoS Sweden urges that the current plans 
for the junctions are not compatible with world heritage convention, since appropriate al-
ternative available, and that the planned remodelling of the ekerö road should not be car-
ried through. Instead after the opening of Stockholm Bypass ekerö road should be reduced 
to two traffic lanes. the placing of the junctions should be chosen with the least destructive 
effect on the heritage site. the likelihood of a shortcut across world heritage property to 
reach the centre of Stockholm should be reduced instead of prioritizing ekerö municipal-
ity’s development plans. a strong criticism is expressed that hIa phase 1 did not include a 
comparative study of the alternative solutions for Stockholm Bypass and especially for the 
junctions nearer the centre of ekerö.

•	 according to the Bertil ottoson, representative of lovö local heritage association, there is 
an urgent need to initiate and implement other solutions for a sustainable traffic between 
ekerö and mainland, particularly more effective collective traffic by electrical ferry boats on 
lake mälaren.

4.4.3   hIa phaSe 1 (JaNuary 2012) 
the heritage Impact assessment phase 1 (January 2012) concludes that the traffic through 
drottningholm has the main impact on the ouv of the world heritage property. all measures 
should aim at reducing already the present through traffic as well as the estimated traffic 
growth and amend the historic character and context of the royal domain of drottningholm. 

the hIa phase 1 pointed out that the Stockholm Bypass junctions and technical installations 
will as such have an irreversible adverse impact on the setting and cultural context of the pro-
posed buffer zone of the world heritage property. the past and present relationship of the 
drottningholm royal court with the whole crown estate on lovö is essential for the under-
standing and appreciation of the world heritage. 
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Tab. 4.3: Results of assessment of HIA 
Phase 1 (source: HIA 1) 
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4.5 ConClusion: ConfliCt of interests witH regArd to ekerö roAd
the results of the above-mentioned assessments of the impact of Stockholm Bypass and ek-
erö road and especially the above-mentioned statements of the various involved stakeholders 
clearly show that there is a conflict of interests with regard to the planned remodelling of ekerö 
road. ekerö municipality has a large potential to grow in the future, the population of ekerö 
municipality is expected to increase with 20 % until 2030 according to the municipality’s gen-
eral plan. hence, especially in the period until the Stockholm Bypass is completed the main in-
terest focuses on a fast and efficient access to the mainland. as a consequence, it is suggested 
to integrate elements such as roundabouts at canton village or irreversible elements such as 
underpasses for pedestrians and cyclists into the ekerö road design. 

In contrast to this, stakeholders which position themselves closer to the values of cultural and 
natural heritage in general and world heritage in particular claim that increase of traffic flow 
should be avoided due to its negative impact on these heritage values and due to its negative 
barrier effect with regard to agricultural activities. consequently, it is argued that the junctions 
between Stockholm Bypass and ekerö road should be located as far away as possible from 
the world heritage property and it is suggested that measures to widen ekerö road should be 
taken back after the completion of Stockholm Bypass (please compare 4.4.2.4). 

Both the discussions about the discussions about the location of the planned junctions be-
tween Stockholm Bypass and ekerö road and the road design process of ekerö road, which is 
meant to find a compromise between these two positions, clearly reflect this conflict of inter-
ests. Similarly, the retrospective Statement of outstanding universal value, where it is stated 
that “all involved parties will aim to limit the negative impacts and work to identify new pos-
sibilities and solutions for improved accessibility to the area in conjunction with the develop-
ments related to the ongoing Stockholm Bypass and ekerö road extension project”, reflects 
this fact (please compare 3.7).

when the assessment process of this hIa phase 2 started, construction works on the Stockholm 
Bypass already had been started (since 2015) and the decision to locate the discussed junc-
tions between the Stockholm Bypass and ekerö road had been taken several years ago by the 
Swedish transport administration (2009). additionally, based on the recommendations pro-
vided in hIa phase 2 (2012), the road design programme of the planned remodelling of ekerö 
road had already been carried out.

against this background, it was decided to put a focus in the assessment process this hIa phase 
2 clearly on the planned remodelling of ekerö road. further, it was decided to feed back inter-
mediate findings during the assessment process of hIa phase 2 immediately in the planning 
process of the planned remodelling of ekerö road, with the goal to improve both encountered 
shortcomings in the quality of the road design and the traffic and visitor’s management of the 
world heritage property. this lead to several modifications in the road design which were also 
taken into account in the assessment.

the next chapter will a provide a detailed overview about the positive and negative impacts of 
the planned remodelling of ekerö road.
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5  ASSESSmEnT AnD EVAluATIon of ImPACT of SToCkHolm ByPASS AnD REmoDEllIng of EkERö RoAD 
5.1 Assessment bAseline 

the road projects Stockholm Bypass and the remodelling of the ekerö road are complex infra-
structure projects with a long planning process. consequently, the assessment baseline for hIa 
phase 2 consists of multiple planning levels and documents. In chapter 4 an attempt is made 
to outline the main issues which relate to the ouv of the world heritage property on basis of 
this documents.

•	 hIa phase 1 (January 2012), which focused on potential impacts of the overall traffic situ-
ation and foreseen conflicts with the world heritage value. the conclusions of hIa phase 1 
and response to the proposed mitigation measures are also taken into account in this hIa 
phase 2.

•	 environmental Impact assessments (eIa), including consideration for cultural heritage, have 
been carried out for both projects. generally, the present hIa phase 2 supports the main 
assessments made in the eIa’s regarding impacts in the world heritage property and its pro-
posed buffer zone.

•	 this hIa phase 2 assessment is based on the documentation about the adopted ekerö road 
plan (trafikverket: Vägplan Väg 261 Ekerövägen, Granskningshandling 201-11-26 rev 2015-04-
13 trv 2012/19667 and related documents. available in english: The Road Plan for Road 261 
Ekerövägen, Plan Description. Adoption Document, 15/02/2015). 

•	 Besides that, the outcomes of the working process during this hIa phase 2 are taken into ac-
count in the assessment.

•	 Stockholm Bypass in its current project planning and design stage (trafikverket: Stockholm 
Bypass. Lovön Interchange. Enhanced Design Programm, Stockholm 5 december 2014)

Stockholm Bypass is under construction since 2015. works on the Bypass on lovö Island are 
scheduled to be started in 2017. the Swedish transport administration, as the responsible for 
implementing the admissibility decision, has chosen the alternative which is now been as-
sessed. on September 3, 2009, the Swedish government granted permission for the location 
of the motorway which will be constructed in a tunnel under the island of lovö. the govern-
ment‘s decision stipulated several preconditions for the subsequent detailed plans (see chap-
ter 1.3 for more information). 

5.2 identifiCAtion of tHe impACts And Assessment of tHeir sCAle And seVerity 
In detail, this assessment focuses on the following aspects: 
•	 1. environmental impacts (chapter 5.1) 
- Noise and vibration, road surface water management, (Section 5.1.1)
- expected impact on the proposed buffer zone (Section 5.1.2)
•	 2. cumulative impacts (chapter 5.2)
- potential increase of through traffic (phase 1, until completion of Stockholm Bypass) (Section 
5.2.1)
- potential increase of through traffic (phase 2, after completion of Stockholm Bypass) (5.2.2)
•	 3. visual Impacts (chapter 5.3) 
- the visual impact assessment intends to show both the planned changes on ekerö road 
and the consequences of through-traffic. hence, each visualization is shown with and without 
through-traffic.

It has been stated earlier that the existing ekerö road has already a negative impact on the uN-
eSco world heritage property ‘royal domain of drottningholm’, despite this road was already 
there when the drottningholm world heritage site was inscribed on the world heritage list. 
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consequently, during the assessment the impacts of the planned remodelling of ekerö road 
are compared to the impacts of the existing ekerö road.

Based on this assessment, recommendations for potential mitigation measures and future 
spheres of activity are provided in chapter 6. 

5.3 Assessment of enVironmentAl impACts
5.3.1   NoISe1

ekerö road causes high traffic noise levels at present. In 2035, in spite of increased traffic, the 
eIa’s evaluate that the noise situation will be improved due to lower speed limits through the 
world heritage property (from 70 to 60 km/h and 50 to 40 km/h respectively). however, ac-
cepted noise levels are estimated to be exceeded in canton village and at malmen. an existing 
noise barrier in canton must still be kept.

the Swedish transport administration has the responsibility to ensure that noise levels gener-
ated by the traffic from national roads are kept to an acceptable level in the indoor environ-
ment in residential buildings. If noise reduction is needed, an offer is made to building owner 
for noise reduction measures. house owners can decline these offers.

current plans of the Swedish transport administration and its consulting office wSp foresee 
that several buildings where the noise level will be critical will undergo measuring for traffic 
noise within the ekerövägen project during fall 2016. within the world heritage, it is planned 
to adjust eventual window measures, so that the cultural heritage value does not decrease. 
according to the explanations of the Swedish transport administration and the consultant of-
fice wSp (wSp, 2016b), potential noise reduction measures will be proposed according to the 
framework of the historic buildings. 

Since most of the buildings in question are not only part of the world heritage property but 
also State listed Buildings (byggnadsminne), possible measures to reduce the impact of noise 
on the historic buildings in canton and malmen have to meet the Swedish legislation frame-
work. detailed descriptions and examples of potential measures for noise reduction can be 
found in chapter 4.3.3. 

the measures are planned to be finished before the construction works on ekerö road are 
started. the work will be carried out by contractors and coordinated by the National property 
Board, which is currently in charge of the maintenance of the historic building stock in the uN-
eSco world heritage property. the National property Board has therefore a profound knowl-
edge how to adjust potential noise reduction measures. 

Assessment: In general, hIa phase 2 considers that all measures for a substantial reduction of 
the noise impact on the world heritage property should be sought in order to sustain the qual-
ity of life in the residential buildings. at present, it is too early to assess if and how the proposed 
measures will impact on the world heritage value of the buildings at canton and malmen. 
however, based on the shown examples and the experience of the National property Board 
concerning maintenance and preservation of the historic building stock in the world heritage 

1 Ref: 
 ►MEMO Trafikverket: Noise Reduction measures within the World heritage Drottningholm, Stockholm 2016a
 ►WSP: Nulägesbeskrivning av kommande riskanalys och kon-trollprogram för kommande ombyggnad av väg 261,  
 Stockholm 2016
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area, it can be expected that encroachments due to potential noise reduction measures can be 
kept on a moderate level.

overall impact of planned modifications on ekerö road on noise level: positive
Impact of noise reduction measures on historic building stock: moderate

5.3.2   vIBratIoNS aNd NoISe, rISk aSSeSSmeNt2

Immediately after the kick-off meeting of this hIa phase 2, in may 2016, a monitoring pro-
gramme to control potential vibrations due to through-traffic on ekerö road was started by 
the Swedish transport administration. within this programme, it is also planned to monitor 
potential risks during the planned construction works. 

Several measure points have been installed on both historic buildings of the uNeSco world 
heritage sites and trees in the Ideal landscape garden. the risk zone is 150 m around the con-
struction area (please compare figure 4.4). 

Assessment: up until now, no problems were encountered. however, it is too early to draw final 
conclusions from these vibration measurements with regard to the impact of traffic and future 
construction works on the world heritage property. It is planned to leave the measure points 
at place and to prolong the monitoring program after the works on ekerö road are finished. 
hence, there will be better possibilities to control the impact of vibrations and noise after the 
remodelling of ekerö road which is in general beneficial for the world heritage property. 

Fig. 5.1: Risk analysis concerning po-
tential impact of noise and vibration 
in the World Heritage property (© WSP, 
2016d: Nulägesbeskrivning buller och 
vibrationer, WSP, 2016-04-27, p.12)

2 Ref: 
 ►WSP: Nulägesbeskrivning av kommande riskanalys och kon-trollprogram för kommande ombyggnad av väg 261,  
 Stockholm 2016d

noise measurement point
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5.3.3   road Surface water maNagemeNt3  

ekerö road is located in the immediate vicinity of the Ideal landscape garden ponds which are 
today in a very vulnerable condition. to avoid further encroachments of the water quality of 
the ponds, Swedish transport administration plans to collect the road surface water in open 
ditches and purifying it by sedimentation before it reaches the dams and the water system of 
the Ideal landscape garden (please compare chapter 4.3.3.3 and trafikverket 2016b). 

Assessment: the new water management design will lead to a lower contribution of nutrient 
originating from the road than the levels at present. additionally, the Swedish transport ad-
ministration develops currently a water management programme in cooperation with the Na-
tional property Board. the programme’s aim is to improve the currently unstable situation of 
the ponds in the Ideal landscape garden. In conclusion, the planned modifications of ekerö 
road will have a positive impact in comparison to the present situation.  

overall impact of planned remodelling of ekerö road on world heritage water system: positive

5.3.4   ImpactS oN the propoSed Buffer zoNe
a Natural reserve (Naturreservat) was created in 2014 with the aim to protect the natural and 
cultural landscape with a specific focus on world heritage property and proposed buffer zone. 
the recently established natural reserve’s objectives are to safeguard the historic landscape of 
lovö and kärsö which are of highest relevance for the context and setting of the world heritage 
property. the area of this natural reserve is congruent to the proposed buffer zone of the world 
heritage property. Both the Stockholm Bypass and the planned remodelling of ekerö road are 
permitted to be built according to the decision for the proposed buffer zone. 

Assessment: In principle, hIa phase 2 supports the assessments in hIa phase 1 (2012) and in the 
environmental Impact assessments for Stockholm Bypass and ekerö road. the potential nega-
tive impacts during ten years of construction works are in detail assessed in the environmen-
tal Impact assessments. according to these studies, the widening of the road, two junctions 
close to the world heritage property border as well as the necessary technical installations 
(e.g. ventilation shafts) will have a permanent negative impact on the proposed buffer zone of 
the world heritage property. In addition, uncontrolled increase of traffic and changes in access 
to lovö may cause unforeseen negative impacts on the cultural landscape. 

In principle, all efforts spent since hIa phase 1 to adapt the ventilation shafts, necessary tech-
nical buildings, the junctions between the remodelled ekerö road and Stockholm Bypass and 
the tunnel entrances are evaluated positive. (detailed information about these measures is 
provided in the document “Fördjupat gestaltningsprogram Förbifart Stockholm, 2014-12-05”).

overall impact of planned remodelling of ekerö road: large - moderate

 

3 Ref: 
 ►Ref: Trafikverket: Väg 261 Ekerövägen Edeby-Nockeby. 0 Gemensamt. PM. Dagvatten till Slottsdammarna, 
 Stockholm 2016b
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5.4 CumulAtiVe impACts 

5.4.1   Impact due to INcreaSINg through traffIc oN ekerö road4 

ekerö road is at the moment the only permanent connection to the mainland from ekerö mu-
nicipality. the capacity of the road is very limited regarding the demand of transportation need 
of the inhabitants of ekerö municipality (one lane in both directions plus one commuter lane in 
the direction for Stockholm). the traffic situation concerning both public transport by bus and 
individual motor car traffic on the ekerö road has since long been stressed with severe conges-
tion during rush hours (trafikverket 2016c). 

the development of through traffic in the world heritage property clearly shows the increased 
traffic flow on ekerö road. In 1991, when the royal domain of drottningholm was inscribed on 
the world heritage list, 16.700 veh./weekday crossed drottningholm Bridge. this number has 
increased to 22.500 veh./weekday in 2009 and to 23.000 veh./weekday at present (figure 5.2). 

Both the plan to add a bus lane on ekerö road and the planned Stockholm Bypass are expected 
to lower the current traffic flow. after completion of Stockholm Bypass, which is scheduled for 
2026, there will be four more lanes for traffic to enter or exit the ekerö island. due to the two 
more accesses in the south and the north, as well as the improved public transport options 
on ekerö road, the current traffic model projects that only approx. 25 % of the car traffic will 
remain on the existing eastern link passing drottningholm Bridge while 50 % of the car traffic 
will use the northern access. as a result, the pressure on ekerö road will be reduced as the road 
capacity connecting the island is more than doubled. 

But the new Stockholm Bypass will also invite through traffic which does not exist today where 
all trips either start or end in ekerö. most of this traffic will pass under the island but some 
through traffic will also pass through the world heritage property (wSp, 2016a). as a conse-
quence, an increased traffic flow is forecasted on ekerö road, which will enter through the 
Stockholm Bypass. this traffic will partly counterbalance the decrease of traffic from ekerö 
municipality according to the traffic model forecast. this results in a remaining effect which is 
shown as a dip in the curve (fig. 5.2). 

a second factor which will significantly influence the traffic volume on ekerö road before and 
after the completion of Stockholm Bypass is the a great potential to grow of ekerö municipality. 
currently, the political will in ekerö focuses on an annual growth of the municipality’s popula-
tion of 1.5 % for the next ten years. Since ekerö road is the only link of ekerö municipality to the 
mainland and the inner city of Stockholm, ekerö municipality’s growth will lead to an annual 
traffic increase of about 2.0 to 2.5 % per year until Stockholm Bypass is completed (depend-
ing on economic development, fuel prices, car ownership among other factors) (wSp, 2016a; 
2016c). 

4 Ref: 
 ►Trafikverket: Measures to improve the traffic situation, Stockholm 2016c
 ►Trafikverket: BESLUT Ekerövägen – kontrollprogram för trafikflöden efter ombyggnad_signerat, Stockholm 2016d
 ►Trafikverket : Ekerövägen – Measures to improve the traffic situation, Stockholm 2016d
 ►Trafikverket : Commuter Ferry Ekerölinjen, Stockholm 2016e
 Trafikverket: MOBILITY MANAGEMENT: ROUTE 261 AND THE STOCKHOLM BYPASS, Stockholm 2016f
 ►Trafikverket : Clarifications regarding delivery Draft HIA_meeting next Monday, Stockholm 2016g
 ►WSP: Memo regarding Ekerövägen Traffic Forecast, Stockholm 2016a
 ►WSP: The Four Step Principle, Stockholm 2016c
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Fig. 5.2: Expected traffic flow on Ekerö Road 2016 - 2035 on Drottningholm Bridge based on available traffic projections. The black line illustrates an annual traffic 
increase of 2 % if no measures are taken (‚0-solution‘). The grey line shows the impact of the road projects, compared to this. The red dashed line shows the traffic 
rate at the time of the inscription of the World Heritage property (1991, 16.700 cars). It is clearly visible that traffic will increase in phase 1 and phase 2 if no regulation 
measures are taken (© Swedish Transport Administration)

according to the present traffic prognosis, an increase of vehicles on ekerö road in two phases 
is predicted (fig. 5.2). In the beginning of phase 1 (until the opening of Stockholm Bypass in 
2026) a slight decrease of traffic flow is forecasted when the fourth traffic lane reserved for pub-
lic transport will be completed (scheduled for 2019). afterwards, traffic will increase again until 
Stockholm Bypass is completed. Immediately after the opening of Stockholm Bypass in the 
year 2026, traffic will decrease again to a lower level than at present. But due to the improved 
accessibility from Stockholm Bypass and due to the expected rapid land use development of 
ekerö municipality, a more rapid traffic increase is forecasted if no additional traffic control 
measures are implemented. 

5.4.2   meaSureS to reduce through-traffIc oN ekerö road
against this background, the Swedish transport administration intends to monitor the traffic 
numbers when ekerö road’s widening is completed. the Swedish transport administration 
has defined thresholds for traffic on ekerö road:

•	 phase 1: limit 27,000 veh./weekday.
•	 phase 2 (after completion of Stockholm Bypass): limit 23 000 veh./weekday (trafikverket, 

2016d)

In case these limits are exceeded, the Swedish transport administration will inform all stake-
holders to discuss the following potential measures to reduce the traffic flow on ekerö road.
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5.4.2.1 phaSe 1: ferrIeS, Speed reductIoN meaSureS aNd moBIlIty maNagemeNt programme
at present there is a car ferry operating between Jungfrusund on ekerö and Slagsta/fittja. this 
so-called Slagstafärjan ferry is a commuter ferry which is operating during day time. the ferry 
is financed by ekerö municipality and fees. It is operated by the Swedish transport administra-
tions ferry company but administrated by ekerö municipality. the Swedish transport admin-
istration is planning to finance this ferry during construction of ekerö road so as to ensure its 
continuous operation. the ferry is meant to reduce the traffic load on ekerö road especially 
during big traffic disturbances by connecting the traffic on ekerö islands to the main land. 

Fig. 5.3: Car Ferry Slagstafärjan (Swedish Transport Administration)

the Stockholm public transportation service provider Sl started on the 22nd of august 2016 a 
new ferry line from ekerö to Stockholm city centre. the new line is meant to reduce the traffic 
load on ekerö road and congestion problems in the transport system. 
the line will have five stops: 

•	 tappström (ekerö)
•	 Jungfrusunds when there is ice in the tappströmskanalen.
•	 kungshättan (when called upon)
•	 ekensberg
•	 lilla
•	 essingen
•	 klara mälarstrand

one vessel will operate on this line. a one way trip will take about 50 minutes and the ferry 
makes 3 trips back and forth each day at commuter hours. the same trip takes about 45 min-
utes by bus and subway. during spring and autumn the operating vessel will carry 190 passen-
gers 30 bikes and 2 wheel chairs. during periods of ice there will operate another vessel with a 
capacity of 140 passenger 10 bikes and 2 wheel chairs. 
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Fig. 5.4: Commuter Ferry Ekerölinjen (Swedish Transport Administration)

during the construction of the four lane road speed reductions for car traffic and buses will be 
given priority. a number of measures to promote bicycling and public transport will be imple-
mented in order to reduce peak traffic and this is estimated to translate to a daily reduction of 
traffic with about five per cent. 

to improve the current situation and future traffic volumes the Swedish transport administra-
tion has initiated a mobility management programme. mobility management is a concept to 
encourage sustainable transport and reduce car use by changing travellers’ attitudes and be-
haviour. the mobility management program comprises “soft” measures, such as information 
and communication, organizing services and coordinating activities and stakeholders. most of-
ten, such “soft” measures increase the effectiveness of “hard” measures within urban transport 
(for example, new roads and bike lanes). the mobility management scheme will be launched 
when construction work commences and will include measures with a long term perspective. 
after the completion of ekerö road the effect of the mobility management scheme is expected 
to partly remain.

after completion of the mobility management program, the next envisaged step is to conclude 
agreements between the parties, for instance between the Swedish transport administration, 
ekerö municipality and the bus operator, arriva, on route 261. (trafikverket, 2016f). It is de-
cided that a mobility management program will be started and implemented, yet up until now 
there are no concrete measures approved.
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Fig. 5.4: The mobility management process for Route 261 and Stockholm Bypass

5.4.2.2 phaSe 2: traffIc coNtrol program
to counterbalance the increase of traffic after the bypass opens, the Swedish transport ad-
ministration has produced a control program that has been adopted by the lovö steering com-
mittee. the Swedish transport administration will monitor the traffic and gather the steering 
committee to produce an action plan on measures to implement to reduce the traffic to under 
the threshold level.

Some of the measures to be considered in the this case:

•	 adjustment of speed limits within the world heritage property 
•	 expanded public transportation 
•	 economic incentives. 
•	 In case of unacceptable high amount of traffic through the world heritage are, even though 

the measures above are carried out, and alternative stretch can be considered long term. In 
such an event a tunnel from the lovö conjunction to kärsön or Nockeby is possible to inves-
tigate. this is however considered to be a very costly and technically complicated measure.

In general, implemented measures will be dependent on analysis of the traffic development.

5.4.3   coNcluSIoN: aSSeSSmeNt of cumulatIve ImpactS due to through-traffIc oN 
ekerö road
In conclusion, the assessment of Swedish transport admistration’s traffic prognosis and the 
suggested measures to reduce through traffic on ekerö road to be considered leads to the fol-
lowing results:

•	 1. PHASE 1: when ekerö road will be the only access from ekerö to Stockholm, there will be 
increasing traffic flow of 2.0 percent to 2.5 percent annually until 2025 to a maximum level 
of 27.000 veh./weekday, despite there are measures intended to compensate this develop-
ment. consequently, this has to be evaluated as a temporary negative impact on the world 
heritage property.
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•	 2. PHASE 2: after completion of the Stockholm Bypass, the traffic volume will be considerable 
lowered. however, this effect will be partly counterbalanced by increasing through traffic on 
ekerö road due to the growth of ekerö municipality and additional traffic coming from Stock-
holm Bypass. hence, the positive impact of Stockholm Bypass will be limited. provided that 
the adopted traffic monitoring and regulation measures will be implemented so as to avoid 
that through traffic in the world heritage property will exceed the current level of 23.000 
veh./weekday, the impact is evaluated as moderate.

5.5 Assessment of VisuAl impACts

5.5.1   geNeratIoN of vISualISatIoNS
the visualizations were generated by the Swedish transport administration on the basis of a 
virtual 3d model. during the working process, the authors of this hIa report chose a set of eight 
prominent viewpoints in cooperation on the basis of the historical analysis provided in chapter 
4. afterwards, the Swedish transport administration generated the visualizations in coopera-
tion with an external office.

the visualizations intend to show both the impact of the road itself and the impact of the poten-
tial traffic on the road on the ouv of the world heritage property ‘royal domain of drottning-
holm’. consequently, either visualization is shown with and without buses and cars. In the pro-
posed buffer zone the roundabouts for the Stockholm Bypass are illustrated.

5.5.2   categorIeS of vISual ImpactS
related to the compressed study of the cultural and historical development and the present 
state of the world heritage property provided in chapter 3, the chosen viewpoints represent 
the most important categories of perception: 

1. vistas with high cultural and historical relevance (e.g. due to the design concept of the royal 
domain of drottningholm or historical development phases)

2. viewpoints which display places with important functional links 

3. Sight connections which play an important role for the ‘every-day- perception’ of the royal 
domain of drottningholm (e.g. for visitors or commuters)

Several of the viewpoints are conveying various of the above-mentioned perception qualities.

the visual analysis focuses on the most significant sections in the world heritage property. 
these are:

•	 access from drottningholm Bridge
•	 malmen
•	 hemmet
•	 vilan
•	 pastoral landscape
•	 canton
•	 access from ekerö (edeby)
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Fig. 5.5: Assessed significant sections of the World Heritage property (© Maaike Goedkoop, Philipp Tebart)

5.5.3   vIewpoINtS
 the following viewpoints have been chosen:

category 1: vistas with high cultural and historical relevance:
•	 1. drottningholm Bridge: view to drottningholm palace
•	 2. malmen: view to palace theatre
•	 4. view from Ideal landscape garden to hemmet
•	 5. view from hemmet to Ideal landscape garden

World Heritage boundary
State-owned listed site

Edeby

Canton

Pastoral
landscape

Vilan

Hemmet

karusselplan
malmen

Drottningholm 
Bridge
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category 2: Sight connections which play an important role for the ‘every-day- perception’ of 
the royal domain of drottningholm :
•	 3. malmen / view to entrance area
•	 10. view from ekerö road to the Ideal landscape garden with gothic tower

category 3: viewpoints which display important places with regard to functional links:
•	 6. view from vilan to pastoral landscape
•	 7. view from gothic tower
•	 8. view to canton village from lovö kyrkallé
•	 9. view from canton village

Fig. 5.6 a, b: World Heritage area, visual nodes, sightlines, vistas and important visual connections (left) and chosen viewpoints (right) (@Maaike Goedkoop) 

5.5.4   aSSeSSmeNt crIterIa
the assessment is carried out according to the 2011 IcomoS guidance. the impact of ekerö 
road is judged on a scale between ‘neutral’ (no change) and ‘very large’ (loss of ouv). 

Tab. 5.1: Grading system of the Heritage Impact Assessment (based on ICOMOS 2011, page 9)
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Change
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attributes which convey ouV

positive Neutral Slight moderate large very large
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the impact of ekerö road has been assessed against the key elements of the outstanding 
universal value as identified in the retrospective Statement of outstanding universal value 
(adopted by the world heritage committee in 2016 and described more in detail in chapter 3). 

key elements: 
•	 drottningholm palace and formal french garden
•	 palace theatre
•	 chinese pavilion and rococo garden
•	 Ideal landscape garden
•	 canton village
•	 crown estate and royal domain of drottningholm

the visual assessment takes into account the following aspects of the ouv:
•	 Impact on garden / landscape scenery / Setting
•	 Impact on historic Buildings
•	 Impact on everyday perception
•	 function and use  

as stated before and in hIa phase 1, already the existing ekerö road compromises the ouv of 
the world heritage property royal domain of drottningholm. consequently, it is the starting 
point of the assessment that all measures taken in the context of the modifications of ekerö 
road should contribute to the improvement of the existing situation. In order to be able to 
assess whether the modifications on ekerö road improve the existing situation, each  visuali-
zation is provided with an assessment of the current impact of ekerö road on the ouv of the 
world heritage property and a comparison with the impact of the modified road.  
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 5.5.5   aSSeSSmeNt of vISualIzatIoNS

1. drottningHolm bridge: View to drottningHolm pAlACe

Situation: drottningholm Bridge, the first land connection from 1787 and the present one dating from 1973,  still provides a 
prominent view of the entrance to drottningholm palace for both visitors and commuters coming from Stockholm. Besides 
that, the waterway from Stockholm centre to drottningholm is an important link for visitors coming to drottningholm espe-
cially during the summer months at present. In total, the impact of existing ekerö road is to be judged as ‘slight’.

World Heritage Value: very high   

Assessment: the increase of width of drottningholm Bridge in order to accommodate the fourth traffic lane for buses does not 
compromise the prominent view to drottningholm palace. In principle, the view stays intact. however, vehicles can compro-
mise the view to drottningholm palace’s facade at present. If traffic would further increase in the future, the view to drottning-
holm palace could be considerably compromised.   
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Attribute (‚key Value‘) Impact of existing Ekerö 
Road

Impact of
modifications

Impact of remodelled Ekerö 
Road  (negative/positive)

waterfront and representative entrance slight (except sight con-
straints due to vehicles) 

neutral slight (increasing traffic 
could compromise the vista)

park / landscape scenery / setting slight neutral slight

historic buildings / monuments slight neutral slight

everyday perception slight neutral slight

function and use neutral neutral neutral 

ToTAl slight neutral slight
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remodelled ekerö roAd
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2. mAlmen: View to tHeAtre 

Situation: the visualization shows the visual connection between malmen and the palace theatre which is one of the most 
important attributes of the world heritage property. at present, the view to the theatre is compromised because of the existing 
traffic lights and the traffic on ekerö road. Besides that, the parking space in front of the theatre which is used by visitors of 
drottningholm compromises the ouv of the world heritage property significantly (this aspect is not related to the remodelling 
on ekerö road). In total, the existing ekerö road has a large impact on the ouv of the world heritage property. 
 
World Heritage Value: very high   
  
Assessment: the reorganisation of ekerö road with improved pavement materials, less and lower traffic lights and a clear 
guidance system for pedestrians to cross ekerö road (cross-walk and pedestrian refuge island) helps to clarify the overall situ-
ation of the entrance area of the world heritage property. the view to the palace theatre is not blocked although it is clearly 
visible that the remodelled ekerö road and especially the vehicles on the road will still cause a barrier effect. In total, due to the 
planned remodelling, the impact of ekerö road is to be judged as ‘moderate’. 
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Attribute (‚key Value‘) Impact of existing Ekerö 
Road

Impact of
modifications

Impact of remodelled Ekerö 
Road  (negative/positive)

Important visual connection 
drottningholm palace ensemble

large positive moderate (due to potential 
increasing traffic)

park / landscape scenery / setting moderate neutral moderate

historic buildings / monuments moderate positive slight-moderate

everyday perception large positive moderate

function and use large positive moderate

ToTAl large positive moderate
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remodelled ekerö roAd
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3. mAlmen: View to entrAnCe AreA 

Situation: the visualization shows the area of the future bus stop between malmen and the entrance area and drottningholm 
palace. malmen is one of the key elements of the world heritage value. It was built as a representative resident and administra-
tive area for the palace ensemble and constitutes a backdrop for the gardens. today malmen is the entrance for both visitors 
and commuters coming from Stockholm to drottningholm. 

World Heritage Value: very high    

Assessment: there is no increase of width of ekerö road due to accommodation of the fourth traffic lane for buses. however, 
the width of the footpath will be reduced while space for motorised traffic will increase. the reorganisation of traffic lights, the 
new light poles and upgraded materials for the pavement help to emphasize the historic urban character of malmen, thus im-
proving the current situation. despite the reorganisation of the entrance situation with pedestrian refuge islands and relocated 
bus stops the remodelled ekerö road and the vehicles on the road still generates a barrier effect, especially for visitors coming 
from Stockholm. In total, due to the planned remodelling, the impact of ekerö road is to be judged as ‘moderate’.

Attribute (‚key Value‘) Impact of existing Ekerö 
Road

Impact of
modifications

Impact of remodelled Ekerö 
Road  (negative/positive)

entrance area to the world heritage property 
/ drottningholm palace ensemble

moderate-large positive moderate (due to potential 
increasing traffic)

park / landscape scenery / setting moderate neutral moderate

historic buildings / monuments moderate neutral moderate

everyday perception moderate positive slight-moderate

function and use large positive moderate

ToTAl moderate-large positive moderate
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remodelled ekerö roAd
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4. View to Hemmet 

Situation: the view from drottningholm palace and Ideal park to hemmet belongs to the most important features of the land-
scape garden of the royal domain of drottningholm. at present, the view to hemmet is  intact and only compromised due to a 
light pole and the vehicles on ekerö road. 

World Heritage Value: very high      

Assessment: there are no visible changes, the view stays intact. however, especially larger vehicles on the road interrupt the 
visual connection from the Ideal landscape garden to hemmet. a future increase of traffic could further impair the view to 
hemmet and should therefore be strictly avoided.  

Attribute (‚key Value‘) Impact of existing Ekerö 
Road

Impact of
modifications

Impact of remodelled Ekerö 
Road  (negative/positive)

most important visual connection between 
the palace and the Ideal garden 

slight-moderate (vista com-
promised due to vehicles)

neutral slight-moderate (due to po-
tential increasing traffic)

park / landscape scenery / setting slight-moderate neutral slight-moderate

historic buildings / monuments slight neutral slight

everyday perception neutral neutral neutral

function and use neutral neutral neutral

ToTAl slight-moderate neutral slight-moderate
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remodelled ekerö roAd
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5. View from Hemmet 

Situation: the view from hemmet to the Ideal landscape garden (english garden) belongs to the most important features of 
the royal domain of drottningholm. at present, the view from hemmet to the park is in principle intact. however, ekerö road 
generates a barrier between hemmet and the Ideal garden, thus compromising the landscape scenery significantly. this effect 
is strengthened by the vehicles on ekerö road.

World Heritage Value: very high   

Assessment: the width of the remodelled ekerö road will not increase and the view from hemmet to the park stays, in prin-
ciple, fully intact. however, increase of traffic in the future could compromise the view significantly. In total, the impact of the 
remodelled ekerö road stays ‘moderate’.

Attribute (‚key Value‘) Impact of existing Ekerö 
Road

Impact of
modifications

Impact of remodelled Ekerö 
Road  (negative/positive)

most important visual connections 
between the palace and the Ideal garden  

moderate neutral moderate

park / landscape scenery / setting moderate-large neutral moderate-large

historic buildings / monuments neutral neutral neutral

everyday perception neutral neutral neutral

function and use neutral neutral neutral 

ToTAl moderate neutral moderate
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remodelled ekerö roAd
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6. View from VilAn

Situation: the view from vilan to the open landscape of the Ideal landscape garden is a very important feature   of the royal 
domain of drottningholm. at present, the view is significantly compromised due to ekerö road which is an intrusive element 
in the landscape since the transition from the park to the surrounding agricultural landscape is interrupted. additionally, the 
road disrupts the functional links between the park and the royal domain. this is clearly illustrated by the existing path which 
in original connected vilan with the park but stops now at ekerö road.   

World Heritage Value: high   
  
Assessment: the width of remodelled ekerö road will not increase so that, in general, the overall situation is neither improved 
nor deteriorated. however, the new bicycle lane on the south side of the road lets appear the overall road surface larger than in 
the existing shape. In case of a future increase of traffic the situation could be even further compromised.   

Attribute (‚key Value‘) Impact of existing Ekerö 
Road

Impact of
modifications

Impact of remodelled Ekerö 
Road  (negative/positive)

Integrated whole of the different components 
of the Ideal landscape garden  

large slight-moderate large-very large

park / landscape scenery / setting large slight-moderate large-very large

historic buildings / monuments neutral neutral neutral 

everyday perception large slight-moderate large-very large

function and use large slight-moderate large-very large

ToTAl large slight-moderate large-very large
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remodelled ekerö roAd
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7. View from gotHiC tower

Situation: the view from gothic tower shows the transition between the Ideal landscape garden and the pastoral agricultural 
landscape. this interrelation is a key concept in the Ideal landscape garden design principles. at present, the visual connection 
is in principle intact but it is clearly visible that this park is severely compromised due to ekerö road and the high traffic flow 
on the road. gothic tower is not accessible for visitors of the park, therefore this view has been judged as neutral concerning 
everyday-perception. 

World Heritage Value: very high      

Assessment: the visual relationship between the park and its surrounding stays fully intact. however, ekerö road disrupts the 
functional and ideal link between the Ideal landscape garden and pastoral agricultural landscape. due to the planned remod-
elling of canton junction this effect is even strengthened. If the traffic would increase in the future, this visual link would even 
be further compromised.   

Attribute (‚key Value‘) Impact of existing Ekerö 
Road

Impact of
modifications

Impact of remodelled Ekerö 
Road  (negative/positive)

visual connection between the Ideal landscape 
garden and the surrounding pastoral landscape

large slight-moderate large-very large

park / landscape scenery / setting large slight-moderate large-very large

historic buildings / monuments moderate neutral moderate

everyday perception large slight-moderate large-very large

function and use large slight-moderate large-very large

ToTAl large slight-moderate large-very large
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remodelled ekerö roAd
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8. View to CAnton VillAge from loVö kyrkAllé 

Situation: the visual connection from  lovö kyrkallé to canton village is a very important design concept in the royal domain 
of drottningholm because lovö kyrkallé (and Skolallén similarly) connect drottningholm palace and gardens with lovö church 
and the whole crown estate on lovö in the proposed buffer zone. hence, both streets are important functional links between 
the gardens and the ‘pastoral’ agricultural area of the crown estate. at present, this visual connection is significantly compro-
mised due to ekerö road which interrupts lovö kyrkallé (and Skolallén) in both visual and functional terms. further visual 
obstacles are the existing traffic signs, switch boxes, etc.  

World Heritage Value: very high   

Assessment: the overall situation is slightly improved due to the reorganisation of traffic signs as well as the removal of the 
switch box. however, the functional disconnection of lovö kyrkallé from canton village has not been solved. In case of a future 
increase of traffic the situation could be further compromised.   

Attribute (‚key Value‘) Impact of existing Ekerö 
Road

Impact of
modifications

Impact of remodelled Ekerö 
Road  (negative/positive)

Integrated whole of the different components 
of the Ideal landscape garden  

large positive moderate-large

park / landscape scenery / setting large positive moderate-large

historic buildings / monuments moderate neutral moderate

everyday perception large neutral large

function and use large neutral large

ToTAl large positive moderate-large
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remodelled ekerö roAd
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9. View from CAnton VillAge to loVö kyrkAllé 

Situation: the visual connection from canton village to lovö kyrkallé is, similar as described in the previous visualization, a 
very important feature of the royal domain of drottningholm. lovö kyrkallé (and Skolallen similarly) connect canton village, 
drottningholm palace and gardens with lovö church and the whole crown estate on lovö. Besides that, lovö kyrkallé is the 
most important functional link between the park and the agricultural area of the crown estate. at present, the visual con-
nection is significantly compromised in both visual and functional terms because lovö kyrkallé has been interrupted several 
meters before it reaches ekerö road.  

World Heritage Value: very high   

Assessment: due to the planned measures to prolong lovö kyrkallé again in direction to ekerö road, the visual connection to 
the northern part of the tree line avenue can be restored. the traffic on remodelled ekerö road will still cause visual constraints. 
No significant difference in terms of the functional link of lovö kyrkallé will be caused by the planned remodelling of ekerö 
road.    

Attribute (‚key Value‘) Impact of existing Ekerö 
Road

Impact of
modifications

Impact of remodelled Ekerö 
Road  (negative/positive)

Integrated whole of the different components 
of the Ideal landscape garden  

large positive moderate

park / landscape scenery / setting large positive moderate

historic buildings / monuments moderate neutral moderate

everyday perception large positive moderate

function and use very-large neutral very large 

ToTAl large positive moderate-large
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remodelled ekerö roAd
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10. View from ekerö roAd to tHe ideAl lAndsCApe gArden witH gotHiC tower And entrAnCe to tHe world 
HeritAge property

Situation: the view from ekerö road to the Ideal landscape garden provides commuters driving from ekerö municipality 
to Stockholm with a first impression of the world heritage property. at present, the view to the Ideal landscape garden 
is severely compromised by ekerö road at this point. lovö kyrkallé is disrupted by ekerö road and it is not possible any-
more to perceive the tree line avenue as a coherent element. 

World Heritage Value: very high    

Assessment: despite the planned remodelling of ekerö road, the view to the Ideal landscape garden is still severely 
compromised. other than in the section of malmen, where a speed limit of 40 km/h allows to integrate the bus stops on 
the road, it is necessary to keep these bus stops at canton. alongside this, the width of the traffic lanes is differing from 
the section of canton (3,50 instead of 3,25 m). as a result, and due to the forth traffic lane, the total width of the road 
increases. consequently, the negative impact on the Ideal landscape garden and lovö kyrkallé is even increased at this 
point.   

Attribute (‚key Value‘) Impact of existing Ekerö 
Road

Impact of
modifications

Impact of remodelled Ekerö 
Road  (negative/positive)

Integrated whole of the different components 
of the Ideal landscape garden  

large moderate large-very large

park / landscape scenery / setting large moderate large-very large

historic buildings / monuments large moderate large-very large

everyday perception large moderate large-very large

function and use large moderate large-very large

ToTAl large moderate large-very large
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remodelled ekerö roAd
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5.5.6   coNcluSIoNS of vISual Impact aSSeSSmeNt
In general, the visualizations show clearly that already the existing ekerö road compromises 
the ouv of the world heritage property royal domain of drottningholm significantly. partly, it 
has been managed during the working process to improve this situation despite the planned 
forth traffic lane on ekerö road. this is especially the case in the section between drottning-
holm Bridge and malmen. Since ekerö road is still located at the same position than the his-
toric road through malmen and it has been managed to keep the total width of the road similar 
to the present dimensions, the impact of the road stays on a moderate level. the quality of the 
road design with new light poles, pedestrian refuge islands, lower traffic lights and improved 
pavement materials will help to upgrade the existing situation. hence, it can be expected that 
the entrance situation to the world heritage property will be significantly improved. Neverthe-
less, it has to be stated that the road still causes a barrier effect. consequently, a future increase 
of the traffic volume should be strictly avoided so as to prevent that the ouv of the world herit-
age property is further compromised.

the impact of the planned modification of ekerö road can also be judged as moderate in the 
section between malmen and hemmet. It is very beneficial that the National property Board is 
supported by the Swedish transport administration to reorganise the current parking condi-
tions at karusellplan. the planned clearing of karusellplan from park & ride car traffic will help 
to improve the situation in the uNeSco world heritage property considerably in functional 
terms and can open up new options to use karusellplan for other, more suitable purposes.

In contrast to the situation between drottningholm Bridge and hemmet, the visualizations 
in section between vilan and kanton show clearly that both the existing ekerö road and the 
planned remodelling of the road cause severe conflicts with the world heritage property. here, 
the transition between the designed park into the pastoral agricultural landscape, which is an 
important attribute of the world heritage property, is harshly interrupted by ekerö road. for a 
large part, these difficulties are caused because ekerö road is not following the historic struc-
ture of the park in this section. other than the above-mentioned sections of the road between 
malmen and hemmet, this part of ekerö road was build completely new in the 1930s. hence, 
already the existing road forms a barrier which disconnects functional and visual links between 
the park and the ‚pastoral‘ agricultural area of the crown estate.

In contrast to the section between drottningholm Bridge and just before canton, where the 
width of the traffic lanes has been limited to 3, 25 m, the traffic lanes are conceived with a 
width of 3,50 at the canton section due to the geometry of the road. consequently, the total 
width of the road will increase in this section. despite the speed limit is planned to be reduced 
from 70 km/h to 60 km/h in this section, this limit is 20 km/h higher than in the other parts of 
the remodelled ekerö road. as a consequence, additional bus stops are needed due to the 
Swedish traffic legislation in order to guarantee security for potential passengers. as a result, 
the negative impact of the existing ekerö road will even increase. this is especially obvious at 
canton, where lovö kyrkallé and Skolallén used to connect drottningholm palace and gardens 
with lovö church and the whole crown estate on lovö. It has to be appreciated that much ef-
fort has been taken to improve this situation during the planning and working process of this 
hIa. Nevertheless, the disconnection of both roads has not yet been solved here yet.
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Tab. 5. 2: Conclusions visual assessment (overview)

Viewpoint 
/ number

impACt Attribute
key Value park / 

landscape 
scenery / 
setting

Historic 
buildings /
monuments

everyday 
perception

function 
and use

totAl

01
drottning-
holm bridge

eXIStINg ekerö road slight slight slight slight neutral slight

remodellINg neutral neutral neutral neutral neutral neutral

rem. ekerö road slight slight slight slight neutral slight

02
malmen: View 
to theatre

eXIStINg ekerö road large moderate moderate large large large

remodellINg positive neutral positive positive positive positive

rem.  ekerö road moderate moderate slight-moderate moderate moderate moderate

03
malmen: View 
to entrance 
area

eXIStINg ekerö road moderate-large moderate moderate moderate large moderate-large

remodellINg positive neutral neutral positive positive positive

rem.  ekerö road moderate moderate moderate slight-moderate moderate moderate

04
View to 
Hemmet 

eXIStINg ekerö road slight-moderate slight-moderate slight neutral neutral slight-moderate

remodellINg neutral neutral neutral neutral neutral neutral

rem.  ekerö road slight-moderate slight-moderate slight neutral neutral slight-moderate

05
View from 
Hemmet to 
ideal land-
scape garden

eXIStINg ekerö road moderate moderate-large neutral neutral neutral moderate

remodellINg neutral neutral neutral neutral neutral neutral

rem.  ekerö road moderate moderate-large neutral neutral neutral moderate

06
View from 
Vilan to pas-
toral land-
scape

eXIStINg ekerö road large large neutral large large large

remodellINg slight-moderate slight-moderate neutral slight-moderate slight-moderate slight-moderate

rem.  ekerö road large-very large large-very large neutral large-very large large-very large large-very large

07
View from 
gothic tower

eXIStINg ekerö road large large moderate large large large

remodellINg slight-moderate slight-moderate neutral slight-moderate slight-moderate slight-moderate

rem.  ekerö road large-very large large-very large moderate large-very large large-very large large-very large

08
View from 
lovö kyrkallé 
to Canton 
Village 

eXIStINg ekerö road large large moderate large large large

remodellINg positive positive neutral neutral neutral positive

rem.  ekerö road moderate-large moderate-large moderate large large moderate-large

09
View from 
Canton Vil-
lage to lovö 
kyrkallé

eXIStINg ekerö road large large moderate large very large large

remodellINg positive positive neutral positive neutral positive

rem.  ekerö road moderate moderate moderate moderate very large moderate-large

10
View to ideal 
landscape 
garden and
gothic tower

eXIStINg ekerö road large large large large large large

remodellINg moderate moderate moderate moderate moderate moderate

rem.  ekerö road large-very large large-very large large-very large large-very large large-very large large-very large
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5.6 ConClusion: Assessment of enVironmentAl, CumulAtiVe And VisuAl impACts

In summary, the assessment of the environmental, cumulative and visual impacts leads to the 
following conclusions: 

•	 1. Environmental impact: the planned remodelling of on ekerö road will have a positive im-
pact in terms of overall noise development and drain water management. at present, it is 
too early to assess if and how the proposed measures will impact on the world heritage 
value of the buildings at canton and malmen, but based on the shown examples and the 
experience of the National property Board concerning maintenance and preservation of the 
historic building stock in the world heritage area, it can be expected that encroachments 
due to potential noise reduction measures can be kept on a moderate level. the potential 
risks in terms of vibrations due to construction works and increasing traffic are still unclear.

•	 2. Cumulative impacts: despite the planned fourth bus lane, a temporary increase of through 
traffic on ekerö road is forecasted until the completion of the Stockholm Bypass in 2025 
(from 23.000 veh./weekday at present to 27.000 veh./weekday in 2026). hence, there will be 
temporary negative impact. 

•	 although Stockholm Bypass is the most important measure to reduce through-traffic on 
ekerö road, there is also a risk of increasing through traffic on ekerö road forecasted for 
the period after its completion due to the planned growth of ekerö municipality. additional 
through traffic is expected to enter ekerö road from southern directions via the Stockholm 
Bypass. the impact of the Stockholm Bypass on the ouv of the world heritage property has 
therefore been evaluated as moderate. 

•	 3. Visual Impacts: the assessment of visual impacts lead to conclusion that the planned re-
modelling of ekerö road will have a positive between the sections of drottningholm Bridge 
but a negative impact in the section vilan - canton - edeby. consequently, this negative visu-
al impact should be diminished to the possible minimum. 

•	 4. Management: the analysis of the present state of the world heritage area lead to the con-
clusion that the traffic and visitor management in the property should be improved especial-
ly at the entrance area in malmen, at karusellplan and at canton. at all three locations, first 
improvements were made during the hIa working process. consequently, these improve-
ments should be further stimulated in the future. 
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Tab. 5.3: Summary of impact assessment

impACt
 

A. 
existing 
ekerö roAd

b. 
remodelled 
ekerö roAd

C. 
finAl result

d. 
remArks 

pleAse note: 
►Impact of existing Ekerö 
Road has been assessed 
as negative (colom A).                                                                                     
►Impact of remodelled 
Ekerö Road is compared to 
negative impact of existing 
Ekerö Road (colom B).

severity of nega-
tive impact of 
existing ekerö 
road.

Consequences of 
remodelling of 
ekerö road

final result of HiA 
phase 2.

detailed explanations with regard to assessments 

1. Environmental
Noise (overall impact of 
remodelled ekerö road) large positive moderate lower speed limits lead to reduction of noise.

Noise (impact on historic 
buildings in canton/malmen) large positive moderate Noise reduction measures adapted to historic building 

stock will be offered to house owners.

water large positive moderate New water drain system leads to improvements in water 
system of world heritage property.

vibration moderate unknown dependent on 
monitoring results  
of just activated 
monitoring pro-
gram 

In general, it is beneficial for the wh-property that a vi-
bration monitoring program has been activated due to 
the remodelling of ekerö road.

expected impact on pro-
posed buffer zone

large positive moderate-large During the working process of the last four years, several 
details of the road design were improved. Positive assess-
ment refers to these improvements. In general, HIA Phase 
2 supports the assessments done in HIA Phase 1 (2012) 
and in the EIAs for Stockholm Bypass and Ekerö Road. 
►The widening of the road, two junctions and rounda-
bouts close to the WH-property border as well as the 
necessary technical installations (e.g. ventilation shafts) 
will have a negative impact on the proposed buffer zone 
of the WH-property. 
►Uncontrolled increase of traffic and changes in access 
to Lovö may cause unforeseen negative impacts on the 
cultural landscape. 
►The potential negative impacts during ten years of con-
struction works are in detail assessed in the ElAs.

2. Cumulative 
phase 1 (until completion of 
Stockholm Bypass, 2026)

large large-negative 
(temporary)

large-very large
(temporary)

Despite improved public transport facilities, there will be 
a temporary negative impact due to increase of through 
traffic caused by growth of Ekerö Municipality (from 
23.000 to 27.000 veh./ weekday).

phase 2 (Stockholm Bypass 
completed, 2026 and later)

large positive moderate positive impact will only occur if future traffic flow will 
not exceed 23.000 veh./weekday and/or concrete mea-
sures will be defined due to the adopted monitoring 
program not to exceed this number of vehicles. 

3. Visual
Section drottningholm 
Bridge

moderate neutral moderate widening of bridge has no negative impact on vista to 
drottningholm palace. 

Section malmen large positive moderate remodelling improves quality of road design.

Section karusellplan-
hemmet moderate neutral moderate No changes. (visual constraints possible due to vehicles 

on ekerö road).

Section vilan-canton large neutral large Both existing and remodelled ekerö road disrupt coher-
ence of ‘pastoral landscape’. 

Section canton-edeby large large-negative large-very large ekerö road even widened due to remodelling and high-
er speed limit than in other parts of wh property .

4. Management
traffic and visitor management in the property should be improved especially at the entrance area in malmen, at karusellplan and at canton.
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6  ConCluSIonS, mITIgATIon mEASuRES AnD RECommEnDATIonS
  

the results of the previous impact assessments with regard to Stockholm Bypass and ekerö 
road and especially the statements of various stakeholders quoted in section 4.4.2 clearly 
show that there is a conflict of interests concerning the development goals with regard to ekerö 
road. ekerö municipality has a large potential to grow in the future, the population is expected 
to increase with 20 % until 2030 according to the municipality’s general plan. hence, especially 
in the period until the Stockholm Bypass will be completed in 2026, the main interest focuses 
on a fast and efficient access to the mainland. as a consequence, it is suggested to integrate 
elements such as roundabouts at canton village or underpasses for pedestrians and cyclists 
into the ekerö road design. 

In contrast to this, stakeholders which position themselves closer to the values of cultural and 
natural heritage in general and world heritage in particular claim that increasing traffic flow 
should be avoided due to their negative impact on heritage values. consequently, it is argued 
that the junctions between Stockholm Bypass and ekerö road should have been located as 
further away from the world heritage property. Besides that, it is suggested that measures to 
remodel ekerö road should be reversible and eventually taken back after the completion of 
Stockholm Bypass (please compare 4.4.2). 

the discussions about the location of the junctions between Stockholm Bypass and ekerö road 
and the design process of ekerö road itself, which is meant to find a compromise between 
these two positions, clearly reflect this conflict of interests. Similarly, the intention expressed 
in the retrospective Statement of outstanding universal value, where it is stated that “all in-
volved parties will aim to limit the negative impacts and work to identify new possibilities and 
solutions for improved accessibility to the area in conjunction with the developments related 
to the ongoing Stockholm Bypass and ekerö road extension project” reflects these tensions 
(please compare 3.7).

despite these conflicting interests, the authors of this report gained the impression during 
the working process of this hIa report that there is a common ground between all stakehold-
ers that the planned Stockholm Bypass is an important measure to diminish the increase of 
through traffic on ekerö road. Besides that, the construction works on the Stockholm Bypass 
had already been started (since 2015) and the decision to locate the discussed junctions be-
tween the Stockholm Bypass and ekerö road had been taken several years ago by the Swed-
ish transport administration (2009) when the assessment process of this hIa phase 2 started. 
additionally, based on the recommendations provided in hIa phase 2 (2012), the road design 
programme of the planned remodelling of ekerö road had already been carried out.

against this background, it was decided to focus this hIa phase 2 on the plans to remodel ek-
erö road. particularly the section of ekerö road located in the world heritage property ‘royal 
domain of drottningholm’ has been investigated in detail. 

6.1 stArting point of tHe impACt Assessment: existing ekerö roAd HAs A negAtiVe impACt on tHe ouV of tHe 
world HeritAge property

the crucial element of the ouv of the uNeSco world heritage property ‘royal domain of 
drottningholm’ is the court ensemble as a whole which displays all features of the life at the 
court: the palace, the church and the theatre with its outstanding authentic machinery dating 
from the 18th century; the park which was developed in various steps throughout history and 
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which includes outstanding elements such as the chinese pavilion, the village of canton as an 
early example of industrial production; the agricultural structure surrounding the park as an 
essential part of the concept of a ‘pastoral landscape’; and malmen which was in functional 
terms developed as an administrative district closely related to the palace, a fact which is also 
expressed by the design of the buildings as a ‘background setting’ for the palace. 

the analysis of the ouv and relevant attributes of the world heritage property ‚royal domain 
of drottningholm‘ carried out in this hIa phase 2 showed clearly that this ensemble developed 
on either side of ekerö road. this is also illustrated by both the world heritage area extending 
beyond ekerö road and the various visual and functional links across this road (please com-
pare chapter 3). consequently, it was a crucial starting point of hIa phase 2 that already the ex-
isting ekerö road is an element which disrupts the world heritage property in both functional 
and visual terms. despite ekerö road was already there long before the property was inscribed 
in the world heritage list in 1991, it clearly has a negative impact on the ouv of the world herit-
age property at present. 

against this background, it was the starting point of the assessment that all planned modi-
fications of ekerö road should either improve the negative impact of the road on the world 
heritage property or at least be neutral concerning their impact. consequently, all planned 
modifications of ekerö road were assessed in comparison to its present situation. 

6.2 results of ekerö roAd design proCess And working proCess during HiA pHAse 2
the impact assessment carried out in the previous chapter led to the conclusion that it has 
been managed to improve the existing situation of ekerö road in the world heritage property 
in comparison to the existing situation with regard to the following aspects:

•	 due to the fact that speed limits will be lower than at present, noise disseminated by traffic 
on ekerö road will decrease in the world heritage property. 

•	 due to the new drain water management, the pollution of the world heritage property’s cur-
rently very vulnerable water system will be lowered.

•	 a comprehensive monitoring program with regard to vibrations disseminating from ekerö 
road has been started during this assessment process. It is not yet clear which impact the 
planned construction measures and potential increase of through traffic will have on the 
world heritage property. But the initiated monitoring program generates a basis to control 
the potential impact on historic buildings in the future which is beneficial for the world herit-
age property.

•	 the quality of the planned road design in the section between drottningholm Bridge and 
hemmet will be considerably higher than the shape of the existing ekerö road.

•	 due to the planned modifications at the entrance area at malmen, the barrier effect of the 
road will be lowered and the visitor’s management of the world heritage property can be 
improved.

•	 due to the planned dislocation of the park & ride facilities at karusellplan in direction to 
ekerö, it will be possible to use this square in a more suitable and sustainable manner in the 
future.

•	 although the functional connection of lovö kyrkallé and Skolallén cannot be restored, the 
visual coherence of both tree alleys could be enhanced during the hIa 2 working process.
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however, the previous chapter also showed clearly that the following questions still have to be 
considered more in detail: 

•	 Environmental Impacts: In principle it is beneficial for the world heritage property that a com-
prehensive vibration monitoring program has been initiated in the context of the planned 
remodelling of ekerö road. Nevertheless, the potential risks in terms of vibrations due to 
construction works and increasing traffic are still unclear.

•	 Cumulative impacts: despite the planned fourth bus lane, a temporary increase of through 
traffic on ekerö road is forecasted until the completion of the Stockholm Bypass in 2026 
(from 23.000 veh./weekday at present to 27.000 veh./weekday in 202). 

•	 Stockholm Bypass is the most important measure to reduce through traffic on ekerö road. 
Nevertheless, the planned growth of ekerö municipality and traffic expected to enter ekerö 
road from southern directions via the Stockholm Bypass will increase through traffic on ek-
erö road after the completion of the Bypass. 

•	 Visual and functional impacts: despite the above-mentioned first improvements at lovö 
kyrkallé and Skolallén, a negative impact in visual and functional terms remains due to ek-
erö road in the section of the road between vilan and canton and particularly at the intersec-
tion between ekerö road and these tree line avenues. 

•	 Planning and Management: there are several questions to be solved with regard to the spa-
tial development and the organisation of visitor’s traffic in the world heritage area and its 
surroundings. this question refers not explicitly to the planned remodelling of ekerö road, 
but rather to the management of the world heritage property. 

consequently, the following suggestions for mitigation measures and future steps to take focus 
on these above-mentioned aspects. 

6.3 reCommendAtion 1: prolongAtion of VibrAtion monitoring progrAm during ConstruCtion period  
 stoCkHolm bypAss

until the completion of Stockholm Bypass, a temporary increase of through traffic is expected 
on ekerö road. Since it is not yet possible to assess the impact of vibrations which will caused 
during the planned construction and due to increasing through traffic on ekerö road, it is ur-
gently recommended to prolong the recently started comprehensive vibration monitoring pro-
gram until Stockholm Bypass is completed (scheduled for 2026). Besides that, considered the 
high value of the buildings and parks in the world heritage property, it is recommended to 
establish a continuous vibration monitoring program. 

6.4 reCommendAtion 2: reduCing negAtiVe CumulAtiVe impACts to tHe lArgest extent possible / informing  
 tHe world HeritAge Committee And its AdVisory bodies regulArly About All stAtes of deVelopment And  
 plAnned Counter meAsures 

the forecasted traffic flow clearly demonstrates that despite the currently planned measures 
for an additional bus lane on ekerö road it will not be possible to limit the future traffic flow 
on the level of the year 2009 (22.500 veh./weekday and 10.000 bus passengers) until Stock-
holm Bypass is completed. present measures show a number 23.000 veh./ weekday. until the 
completion of Stockholm Bypass, the increasing traffic volume on ekerö road is forecasted 
to increase up to a number of 27.000 veh./weekday. this development will cause a temporary 
negative impact on the world heritage property. 

the completion of the Stockholm Bypass will lead to a decrease of through traffic on ekerö 
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road. But traffic will consist to a large extent of transit traffic and to a minor extent by ‘islander 
traffic’ coming from ekerö municipality due the growth of ekerö municipality and additional 
through-traffic coming from southern directions via Stockholm Bypass after the opening of the 
Stockholm Bypass traffic on ekerö road.

against this background, the Swedish transport administration plans to establish a monitor-
ing program the traffic on ekerö road. a threshold has been defined with 27.000 veh./weekday 
during the construction process of Stockholm Bypass and 23.000 veh./weekday after its com-
pletion (Swedish transport administration, 2016a). Swedish transport administration will re-
port the results of the monitoring program to the stakeholders and shall, as soon as the defined 
traffic amount limits (phase 1 and phase 2) are achieved, and together with the stakeholders, 
activate a plan for possible measures to improve the traffic situation. In case the above-men-
tioned thresholds are exceeded, the following options to reduce through traffic are suggested 
at present:

phaSe 1 (during construction of Stockholm Bypass):
•	 ferry connections, in combination with a mobility management program
•	 recently started measurements of vibration and noise in order to safeguard the world herit-

age 
•	 financial incentives for taking public transport 
•	 Strictly monitored speed limits

phaSe 2 (after construction of Stockholm Bypass):
•	 reducing the speed through the world heritage property to 40 km/h through the entire 

world heritage property.
•	 competitive bus schemes such as Bus rapid transit in the corridor.
•	 congestion charges (technical arrangements for toll booths are already foreseen in the tun-

nel openings for Stockholm Bypass).
•	 the long term scenario does not exclude a road tunnel passing under the world heritage 

Site, but it is stressed that this is “a costly and technically challenging project” (Swedish 
transport administration, 2016a).

against this background hIa phase 2 recommends to:
•	 a.) immediately implement a traffic monitoring program along with immediate measures to 

decrease traffic flow on ekerö road as much as possible (such as ferry connections, mobility 
management program and particularly speed limits).

•	 b.) make sure that all adopted traffic control measures can be implemented to limit the traffic 
passing the world heritage property after the Stockholm Bypass is opened to traffic in 2026.

•	 c.) uNeSco’s policy intends to avoid the increase of motorized traffic in world heritage prop-
erties. however, through traffic in the world heritage property ‘royal domain of drottning-
holm’ increased from 16.700 veh./weekday at the time of inscription (1991) up to 23.000 
veh./weekday at present. a further increase of traffic up to 27.000 veh./weekday is expected 
until Stockholm Bypass is completed. 

when Stockholm Bypass is completed, there will exist two additional options to access the 
mainland from ekerö municipality. consequently, it is strongly recommended that the States 
party supports efficient measures to reduce through traffic on ekerö road, such as toll stations, 
after the Bypass is completed in 2026. 
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It is further recommended that the States party provides the world heritage committee and its 
advisory Board IcomoS annually with a detailed report at least up to the year 2026. here, the 
current condition of through traffic on ekerö road should clearly be described and it should 
also clearly be stated which measures have been taken to reduce the traffic flow on ekerö road. 

6.5 reCommendAtion 3: deCreAsing negAtiVe impACt of ekerö roAd between VilAn - CAnton   
 (future working progress)

the visual impact assessment carried out in this hIa phase 2 showed clearly that the planned 
remodelling of ekerö road will lead to a negative impact in the section between vilan and can-
ton. this is especially true for canton village, where both lovö kyrkallé and Skolallén are inter-
rupted in functional terms. the planned width of the traffic lanes of 3,50 m leads here to the 
need to widen ekerö road. Besides that, the intended speed limit is planned to be 60 km/h here 
after the planned remodelling of ekerö road. this speed limit is 10 km/h lower than at present 
but higher than in the stretch of remodelled ekerö road between hemmet and malmen, where 
a speed limit of 40 km/h is planned. as a result, it is required to keep the existing bus stop 
pockets here according to the Swedish traffic legislation (please compare visualizations 7-10, 
chapter 5). 

consequently, it is urgently recommended to investigate immediately whether it is possible 
to plan the remodelled ekerö road with a speed limit of 40 km/h also in the section between 
vilan and canton so that it can be avoided to build additional bus stops in this section and the 
barrier effect of ekerö road can be reduced to the smallest extent possible.

6.6 reCommendAtion 4: spAtiAl deVelopment plAn to support An integrAted mAnAgement of tHe wHole  
 AreA of tHe world HeritAge property ‘royAl domAin of drottningHolm’

the ouv of the world heritage property is based on the qualities of the domain as a whole 
and the strategic goals outlined in the management plan which has been developed in 2007 
are reflecting this aspect. consequently, the management plan includes a strategic vision for 
the coming thirty years and an outline for the intention to install an overall site management. 

Nevertheless, the analysis of the present situation of the world heritage property carried out 
during this hIa-report lead to the conclusion that this aspect is not yet reflected sufficiently 
in praxis. In contrast to the general goals set out in the management plan’s vision until 2030, 
the management of the property focused strongly on the area of the landscape garden and its 
historic building stock in recent years. as a result, the functional and visual links between the 
landscape garden and the surrounding ‘pastoral landscape’ were increasingly lost and the 
barrier effect of ekerö road was even strengthened. various interviews and meetings of the 
authors of this report with relevant stakeholders  confirmed this conclusion. 

It is therefore suggested to elaborate a Spatial development plan which serves as both a con-
crete vision and a backbone to preserve the outstanding universal value and an element to 
support the sustainable development of the world heritage property and its setting and con-
text. the encouraging results which have been achieved at the entrance area in malmen, where 
a considerable improvement was reached due to close cooperation between the Swedish 
transport administration and the National property Board, should be taken as a starting point 
for this plan. It is therefore strongly suggested that all stakeholders which were embedded in 
the working process of this hIa should be integrated in the elaboration of the Spatial develop-
ment plan. the authors if this report are very concerned that it was not possible to include 
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representatives of ekerö municipality in the working process of this hIa phase 2. hence, it is 
considered to be vital to include representatives of ekerö municipality in this future planning 
process. 

the so-called vårdplan, currently conceived by the National property Board as a comprehensive 
maintenance plan, and the general goals set out in the world heritage management plan 2007 
– 2012, should serve as a starting point to develop such a Spatial development plan. Besides 
that, especially the world heritage property’s location in a Natural reserve with outstanding 
landscape features which functions at the same time as the property’s proposed buffer zone 
should be seen as a unique chance and an important starting point to define concrete spatial 
measures and guidelines for the property’s future development (please compare fig. 3.22). 

the following general goals set out in the management plan 2007 – 2012 should serve as a 
guideline for the elaboration of the Spatial development plan:

2 Borders and proposed buffer zone shall be monitored in order to ensure that the universal values of the area are properly 
protected

3 All main actors at the World Heritage site shall make a risk assessment and maintain suitable guidelines for responding to 
these risks

4 The unique unity that exists in both exteriors and interiors at the World Heritage site should be covered by a unified view on 
maintenance and restoration, which facilitates management and care in the long term and in the day-to-day work

5 Care, preservation and restoration of the gardens and parks at the World Heritage site should be governed by a unified view 
to facilitate the management and care in the long term as well as in day-to-day work

  

9 Facilities and information for visitors to the World Heritage site shall be developed at all levels to meet their expectations and 
to enhance the experience and understanding of the universal value and status of Drottningholm as a World Heritage site

10 All efforts shall be made to improve understanding of how the World Heritage concept was created, developed and now 
used. The educational activities should be developed and be based on the principles of life-long learning

In detail, the Spatial development plan should focus on the following goals:
•	 Supporting the understanding and the visibility of the entire royal domain of drottningholm 

and its connections to its proposed buffer zone on lovö island. 
•	 rethinking the access to the world heritage from ekerö. this part functions currently as a 

‘backside’, but kept in mind that Stockholm Bypass will change this situation in the future, 
it should rather be treated as a second main entrance to the property. Such a solution could 
also open up the opportunity to welcome visitors coming from ekerö to the world heritage 
property. 

•	 In this context, it should also be investigated how to improve the negative visual impact of 
ekerö road between vilan and kanton and the loss of functional links of the world heritage 
property via Skolallén and lovö kyrkallé to its surroundings.

•	 Improving the traffic and management in the property. this refers especially to the organiza-
tion of the visitor’s traffic in malmen and canton.
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recommeNdatIoN meaSure remark

Recommendation 1: 
prolongation of vibration 
monitoring program during 
construction period stock-
holm bypass

►prolongation of the recently started com-
prehensive vibration monitoring program until 
stockholm bypass is completed (scheduled for 
2026). 
►besides that, considered the high value of the 
buildings and parks in the world Heritage prop-
erty, it is recommended to establish a continu-
ous vibration monitoring program. 

Recommendation 2: 
reducing negative cumula-
tive impacts to the largest 
extent possible / informing 
the world Heritage Commit-
tee and its Advisory bodies 
regularly about all states of 
development and planned 
counter measures 

►a.) immediate implementation of a traffic 
monitoring program along with immediate 
measures to decrease traffic flow on ekerö road 
as much as possible (such as ferry connections, 
mobility management program and particular-
ly speed limits).
►b.) make sure that all adopted traffic control 
measures can be implemented to limit the traf-
fic passing the world Heritage property after 
the stockholm bypass is opened to traffic in 
2026 and that the maximum amount of traffic 
does not increase the present level of 23.000 
veh./weekday after this point of time.
►c.) when stockholm bypass is completed, 
there will exist two additional options to access 
the mainland from ekerö municipality. Conse-
quently, it is strongly recommended that the 
states party supports efficient measures to re-
duce through traffic on ekerö road, such as toll 
stations, after the bypass is completed in 2026. 
►d.) it is further recommended that the states 
party provides the world Heritage Committee 
and its Advisory board iComos annually with 
a detailed report at least up to the year 2026. 
Here, the current condition of through traffic 
on ekerö road should clearly be described and 
it should also clearly be stated which measures 
have been taken to reduce the traffic flow on 
ekerö road. 

unesCo’s policy intends to avoid the increase 
of motorized traffic in world Heritage prop-
erties. However, through traffic in the world 
Heritage property ‘royal domain of drottning-
holm’ increased from 16.700 veh./weekday at 
the time of inscription (1991) up to 23.000 veh./
weekday at present. A further increase of traf-
fic up to 27.000 veh./weekday is expected until 
stockholm bypass is completed.

Recommendation 3: 
decreasing negative impact 
of ekerö road between Vi-
lan - Canton - edeby (future 
working progress)

►due to negative impact of remodelled ekerö 
road, it is urgently recommended to investigate 
immediately whether it is possible to plan the 
remodelled ekerö road with a speed limit of 40 
km/h also in the section between Vilan and Can-
ton so that it can be avoided to build additional 
bus stops in this section and the barrier effect 
of ekerö road can be reduced to the smallest 
extent possible.

the visual impact assessment carried out in this 
HiA phase 2 showed clearly that the planned re-
modelling of ekerö road will lead to a negative 
impact in the section between Vilan and Can-
ton. this is especially true for Canton village, 
where both lovö kyrkallé and skolallén are in-
terrupted in functional terms.
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Recommendation 4: 
spatial development plan 
to support an integrated 
management of the whole 
area of the world Heritage 
property ‘royal domain of 
drottningholm’

►elaboration of a spatial development plan 
which serves as both a concrete vision and a 
backbone to preserve the outstanding univer-
sal Value and an element to support the sus-
tainable development of the world Heritage 
property and its setting and context.

in detail, the spatial development plan should 
focus on the following  goals:
►implementing the strategic goals outlined in 
the world Heritage management plan. 
►supporting the understanding and the vis-
ibility of the entire royal domain of drottning-
holm and its connections to its proposed buffer 
zone on lovö island. 
►rethinking the access to the world Heritage 
from ekerö. this part functions currently as a 
‘backside’, but kept in mind that stockholm by-
pass will change this situation in the future, it 
should rather be treated as a second main en-
trance to the property. such a solution could 
also open up the opportunity to welcome visi-
tors coming from ekerö to the world Heritage 
property. 
►in this context, it should also be investigated 
how to improve the negative visual impact of 
ekerö road between Vilan and kanton and the 
loss of functional links of the world Heritage 
property via skolallén and lovö kyrkallé to its 
surroundings.
►improving the traffic and management in the 
property. this refers especially to the organiza-
tion of the visitor’s traffic in malmen and Can-
ton.

Tab. 6.1: Recommendations with regard to mitigation measures and future spheres of activity 
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